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Serving the USD Community for 32 fears

Immigration bridges and barriers
I USD immigration
confrence attracts movie
star, Senator and U.S. At
torney
Alicia Kemmitt
Special to the VISTA

The USD Social Issues Committe and AS
Social Issues hopes to foster an exchange of
ideas and emotions in an interdiciplinary con
ference on immigration which features tonights
keynote address by Edward James Olmos to
night in Forum AB at 8:00 pm.
Olmos, who fs well known for his acting in the
movie "Stand and Deliver," grew up in an East
LA barrio, and has risen become a peacemaker.

Olmos's humanitarian efforts and work
as a spokesman for the U.S. Latino commu
nity made him a good candidate to speak on
immigration. Meggan Hill, the AS Social
Issues director, and Nikki O'Brien of AS
Speakers Bureau discussed potential speak
ers last spring with Tom Cosgrove, the
Director of Student Affairs.
Hill is excited about bringing to USD a
speaker who would be both well known to
students and knowledgable on the subject.
"If they come to see him for who he is,
maybe they'll get something out of it," Hill
said.
Because of faculty participation in this
conference, Hill expects good student at
tendance with many professors offering the
incentive of extra-credit to students who
attend.
Randy Willoughby of the Political Scisee BORDER on page 2

The United States-Mexican border is hardly a bastion of
hope for many Mexican immigrants today.

USD elections begin
Letter from the
Editor

articles by
S. Bryan Dobson
Editor-in-Chief
Since lack of interest Ad low turn out at the
poles appeared to have been theresult of student
apathy in past AS elections, USD is concerned
with this year's voter and candidate input.
"I do not understand," said senior Senator
J.B. Little. "Students have no problem criticiz
ing the way things are, but they neglect oppor
tunities to make a difference and change things."
"Primary elections are crucial this year, espe
cially for AS President" said AS Vice President
of Finance, Michelle Watson. "There are six
candidates that will be narrowed down to two."

Students have limited exposure to this years
candidates. There is no debate or forum for the
candidates to express their ideas. Consequendy,
candidates must relate their qualifications and
ideas through posters and personal communica
tion.
Despite the six candidates for AS President,
there is low interest in the Vice President posi
tions.
'These are Vice President positions which
receive stipends of $1350 a semester," said
Watson. 'These people will be in charge of
spending half of a million dollars. They will
determine what bands, speakers and movies the
student body will see next semester."
Associated Students represent the student body
as a whole. But this lack of interest in AS will
inevitably backfire if it continues.
see VOTE on page 5

On March 28 and 29 students will
decide whether their student news
paper should remain financially
independent. Students will elect
next year's Associated Student
representatives and pass or reject a
proposed $5 publication fee for the
VISTA
The Vista has proposed that the
publication fee be added to tuition
bills each year. The proposal is
currently under the review of the
USD administration.
The VISTA gained financial and
editorial autonomy from the Associ
ated Students during the Fall 1992
semester. The VISTA attained this
independence in order to avoid
control or censorship by other
organizations.
As a result, it lost the financial
backing of student tuition. Students
pay a $50 AS fee every year. This
fee helps to subsidize the yearbook,
Asylum, and various other activities.
The Vista no longer receives any
portion of this fee.
The VISTA is a powerful force on
campus and must be used construc
tively. It is the only source of media
focusing on the USD community.

Paradise Lost at USD
Erin K. Quirk
Staff Writer

Last Friday the USD
English Department
hosted the first annual
end-to-end, dramatic
reading of John Milton's
epic poem "Paradise
Lost."
Over 25 students and faculty
members attended the 12-book ora
tion which began at 5:30 Friday
evening and concluded at 5:30 Sat
urday morning.
The reading, orchestrated by
USD's resident Miltonist, Dr.
Gardner Campbell, was open toany
member of English 120 and thenguests, as well as English faculty
and other Milton enthusiasts.
The event began with the group
reading around the circle. The only

ground rule was that any
one present had to read.
Each reader took 25-30
lines of the poem and, as
Dr. Campbell put it,
"made their pronunciation
mistakes with gusto."
At the rate of one book
per hour, the group
watched Satan consult
with the lot of fallen angels, they
cheered the war in heaven and
watched Satan tempt Eve with the
forbidden fruit.
According to Dr. Campbell, other
universities have performed this
same task. Students at Notre Dame
and University of Richmond have
completed it with flying colors. Dr.
Campbell knew from the outset that
all that is necessary is a little com
mitment, good reading and a lot of
food.
see LONG on page 5 •
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AROUND THE WORLD

ABOUT THE NATION

ACROSS THE STATE

HUATAJATA, Bolivia—Vice President A1
Gore visited his Bolivian counterpart's home
town, an Aymara Indian village on Lake
Titicaca.
On his arrival, Gore was greeted with a
garland made of coca leaves -the raw material
of cocaine- that Mayor Flavio Claviho of El
Alto, where the airport is located, placed
around his neck. U.S. Ambassador Charles
Bowers immediately removed it. Bolivia is
the world's second-largest grower of coca.
Gore later flew to Argentina.

CHICAGO — An apartment fire that inves
tigators suspect was caused by arson killed
six people and injured at least nine Sunday.
Some residents of the four-story 50-unit
apartment building panicked, tossing chil
dren from windowsthen jumpingthemselves.
Others were rescued from the windows by
firefighters on ladders.
Fire Commissioner Raymond Orozco said
the fire began in a rear stairwell and two
garbage containers. "Fires don't start in three
different places," he said.

MODESTO— The only son of a longtime San
Francisco anti-crime activist was shot to death
in what police called a senseless act of vio
lence.
Sulu Palega Jr., 21, and two friends were
leaving a Jack In The Box restaurant early
Saturday when a car drove up. One of the
occupants in the vehicle shouted something
and then fired a shot that struck Palega in the
head.
Palega, a6-foot-4,240-pound athlete known
to friends and family asn the "Gentle Giant,
was taken to Modesto's Doctors Medical
Center, where he died on arrival.

TUNIS, Tunisia — Voters thronged polling
stations yesterday in national elections that
will bring Tunisia pluralism of a sort: The
opposition is guaranteed 19 seats in the 163seat parlament, but the incumbent president
ran unopposed and Muslim fundamentalists
were barred from running.
Muslim fundamentalist parties are banned
in Tunisia, whose government has justified
its limits cm political expression by citing the
free elections in Algeria that nearly brought
fundamentalists to power.

NEW YORK— A woman and her son can
sue authorities who brought a TV show's
camera crew from CBS' "Street Stories" had
"no greater right than that of a thief' to
accompany Secret Service and Postal
Service agents to the apartment of a man
suspected of credit card fraud. The man
was not home, but his wife and 4-yearold son were.
The family settled out of court last month,
their attorney said. Terms were not dis
closed. The videotape was never broadcast
and the show is no longer on the air.
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LOS ANGELES — Californians appear ea
ger to buy pepper spray for self-defense, buta
long waithing list for state certification is
limiting the number of businesses thatcan sell
it, officials say.
The state Department of Justice hasa back
log of about 1,000 applications from sporting
goods stores and gun shops that want to sell
the spray and train people to use it, said Rod
Hibben a Supervisory inspector for the de
partment.

Pat

loele, Kristi Dyer.
The VISTA is located in the lower
level of the Hahn University Center,
in the Publication's Office (Rm. 114
B). Staff meetings are held every
Tuesday at Noon in the office
and all are welcome. Copy, press
releases and letters to the Editor
are due Noon, the Friday prior to
the following publication. To reach
an editor, call x8754 (Opinion),
x8756 (Sports), x4409(Outlook) or
x4584 (News). Questions regard
ing advertising should be refered to
Stephanie Sullivan at x4714.
The VISTA is published Thursdays during the
school year, breaks excepted It is written and
edited by USD students and funded by
revenues they generate Advertising material
published is for informational purposes only,
and is not to be construed as an expressed or
implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial ventures by the staff or the
University

ence Deptartment is chair of the conference
sub-committee, believes that the diversity of
topics covered by this conference puts it "in
a class of its own."
Panel members with expertise both aca
demically as well as in the community are
brought to the conference to discuss a vast
array of topics, from health care to human
rights. The comprehensive aspects of the
conference, brought together with funding
from the Irvine Grant, help to "reinforce the
place of USD among the nations' leading
liberal arts schools," Willoughby said.
Judy Rauner, the Director of Volunteer
Resources, has coordinated orginizations.
Rauner, who helps AS as the advisor to Hill,
believes that although the conference has
been an effective faculty/student effort, stu
dents need to become more involved in the
process. Schools such as Stanford University
host similar programs that are run almost
exclusively by students, she said.
The conference includes seven panel fo
rums. Larry Williamson of Communication
Studies, will facilitate a panel on how the
media portray the border. Channel 8 recently
aired a special on the Mexican border that
included images of a violent, dangerous land.
This negative portrayal of the border is what
reflects the biases that American journalists
have in covering this issue, Williamson said.
"They see the world through cultural lenses
and make no effort to see otherwise," he said.
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Sexism conquered by USD Alum
Erin K. Quirk
Staff Writer

1990 she was assigned to Gary
Boucher, Rohr's program finance
director, who demonstrated a hos
USD Alumna Kathleen Bums tile attitude toward pregnancy-re
hopes her recent $230,000award in lated issues. When Bums became
a discrimination suit against Rohr pregnant again in June, 1990, she
Industries will aid other womenwho was confronted with rumors of male
co-workers protesting her rank be
flle maternity leave suits.
Bums, who is a double alumnus cause of her pregnancy.
Three months later, Bums suf
from USD, having receiveda BA in
Business Administration in 19S3 fered a miscarriage, causing
and her MBA in 1983, denied a Boucher to say in a staff meeting
series of out-of-court settlement thathe wondered if they were going
offers from Rohr Industries because to have to "deal with all her emo
tions" because of the miscarriage.
they were tied to gag orders.
At this same time, Bums and
Bums said in retrospect, "It is
hard to believe that these things can other female employees of the fi
still go on in the '90s at a Fortune nance department at Rohr Indus
tries complained to their supervi
500 company."
< She also claims that since she sor, Gary Ramsay, about the behav
won her suit, several Rohr employ ior of Rohr VicePresidentand Con
ees who testified for her arc now troller A1 Majors. Bums claimed
"having a very hard time at work." that during her presentations Ma
Bums claimed that company of jors would stare at her chest and her
ficials discriminated against her for male co-workers would "stare at
requesting a maternity leave and Majors staring at my chest."
Bums discussed this problem
that the finance department vice
president had sexually harassed her. with the only female supervisor in
After a day of deliberation a jury the Finance Department, from
of nine men md three women found whom she received the reply."He's
Rohr Industriesguilty of breaching- ' just a people person."
in April, 1991, Bums was pro
Brums' employment contract, sub
moted
to an administrative posi
jecting her to a hostile work envi
tion.
She
became pregnant in June,
ronmentand discriminating against
but
did
not
tell anyone for fear that
her because of her pregnancy.
it
would
interfere
with her promo
The verdict ended an 18-month
Bums
later
announced her
tion.
battle between Bums and Rohr In
pregnancy
and
her
supervisor re
dustries.
Bums worked eight years for the ported that Boucher was not pleased
aerospace manufacturer and hadher ;4bout her request for maternity leave
first child in 1989. In March of and questioned her dedication to

her job.
He also commented on how
people take advantage of maternity
leave and they should not "milk the
situation for emotional reasons."
Boucher also said he didn't under
stand"this thing about bonding with
the baby."
The baby was bom in March and
Bums returned to work in April.
Upon returning Bums learned that
thecompany planned to demote her,
that her name had been placed on a
layoff list and a co-worker who had
ranked lower than her on a promo
tion evaluation was now ranked
higher than her.
In October, Bums filed suit
against Rohr.
According to Bums' attorney
Craig Barkacs, also a double alum
nus of USD and a business law
professor, Bums was offered sev
eral out-of-court settlements. Bums
says she was originally offered
$156,000 tied to a gag order.
As the evidence mounted, Rohr
offered Bums more money. The
day before the trial, Rohr offered
Bums$350,000to settle out of court
and keep quiet.
Gregg Sindici, the attorney representingRohr,insists thatthe verdict is
not a victory for Bums. "She was an
MBA making $48,000 per year. Was
there a winner in thiscase?" he said
"The money was not the point"
Bunts insists. Shesaid thatSindici's
comment implies that 'It's OK for
Rohr to do this because they are
paying me good for it"
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Wicked Mondays
Get Wicked

Wicked Ale $1.75 Pint
$4.75 Lg. Pitcher
Miller Draft $1.25 Pint
Spaghetti Dinner $49

5

PubficAffairs
If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA;
Attn: News Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, event
title and some background on the
event. All submissions are due
two weeks prior to publication.
The VISTA reserves the right to
edit press releases for space and
clairity.

This Week at
USD

in Paris" nightly through
March 27 in the Shiley
Theatre. Contact: Fine
Arts, 260-2280.
8 p.m. — Actor Edward
James Olmos delivers the
keynote address for "The
Bridges & Barriers of Im
migration" in the Hahn
University Center.
Friday, March 25

12:30 p.m. — Hector
Osuna Jaime, Mayor of
Tijuana, delivers a lun
cheon address for "The
Today
Bridges & Barriers of Im
migration"
in Solomon
11:30 a.m.—Alan Bersin,
U.S. Attorneyfor the South Hall inside Maher Hall.
ern District of California,
delivers a luncheon address
for "The Bridges & Barri Friday, April 1
ers of Immigration" in
SolomonHall inside Maher Deadline forFinancial Aid
applications for continu
Hall.
ing USD undergraduates.

1:15 pjn. - Immigration
and the Political Debate. An
open forum in The Bridges
& Barriers of Immigration
conference. Facilitated by
Dr. Noelle Norton of the
USD Political Science
Deptartment. UC Forum
A. For more information
about other program semi
nars, please call 260-4798.
7:30 p.m.—Sacrament of
Reconciliation inFounders
Chapel. Includes a prayer
service and an opportunity
for individual confession.
Sponsored by Campus Min
istry.
7:30 pum.—Fred Brooks,
USD Vke President for Fi
nance and Administration,
discusses "The Camel's
Nose Is Under the Tent
Government Restraints on
Education" at a Rancho
Bernardo Invisible Univer
sity seminar in the San
Rafael Church Library,
17252 Bernardo Center
Drive.

Thursday, April 7
7 p.m. — Angela "Bay"
Buchanan, former U.S.
Treasury Secretary under
Reagan, will speak on
women in politics, the fu
ture of the conservative
movement and will review
current issuesin Solomon
Lecture Hall.
Friday, April 8
Noon — Learn to be as
sertive! A workshop di
rected by Dr. Judy
Goodman, Ph.D., of
Mercy Hospital will em
phasize personal rights
and identify what fre
quently prevents people
from communicating as
sertively. Space is lim
ited, so RSVP to Human
Resources x4594.
April 11-15

Students of USD's Philip
Y. Hahn School of Nurs
ing will spotlight the im
portance of wearing seat
belteduringaspecial cam
8 pjn.—TheUndergradu pus-wide promotion- For
ate Theatre Arts Program a schedule of the week's

presents a musical produc
tion of "Jacques Brel Is
Afive and Wdl and living at *4574.

ii afc-yav
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Aftermath of the Hebron Shooting
MiehMi l. Ilsenberg
Staff Writer

Last month's shooting in a
Hebren mosque by Br, Barueh
Goldstein wasintended to stall,
or even haltahe peace process,
the resulting events have
been unimaginable to even
the most politically astute
Middle last analysts, Every
terrorist attack before this
shooting has generally been
instigated by Palestinian ex
tremists, and has followed the
same chain of events, ineiud-

estinians would control the em
trance/exit points, Many of these
disagreements were solved in the
Cairo Accord in Sept,, 1993, One
of the main purposes of the Deelaration of Principles was that the
Palestinians would start running
their own affairs, and would do so
fofan interim period, At the end of
that interim, other elements would
then be negotiated, including the
Jewish setdement issues and ex
panding the Palestinian autono
mous region, After many arduous
months, the parties have settled
many of theirdifferences, with only
a few outstanding issues to tackle,
including a determination of how

News Analysis
ing both the Palestinian and
Israeli representatives proclaiming that the peace talks
must not be disrupted by ex
tremists,
Now that the tables have
switched and Palestinians were
the ones attacked, Arafat and
the Palestinian representatives
have taken on a new tactic,
Hameiy pleading to die world
community to pressure Israel
into offering unilateral con
cessions, completely inconsis
tent with the Declaration of
Principles signed last year in
Washington and the bilateral
negotiations which fol
lowed the signiHg,
Ever since the Declara
tion of Principles was signed,
Palestinian and Israeli nego
tiators have overcome numer
ous obstacles as they attempted
to finalize the implementation
of Palestinian autonomy in the
Gaza-Jericho plan, Some of
the most treacherous obstacles
were delineating the geo
graphic boundaries of Jericho
and Gaza, and issues pertain
ing to whether Israelis or Pal

to instate the Palestinian parlia
ment, Pinaliy, with the Palestinian
autonomy just weeks away, the
shooting occurred, which, to most,
just added one more extremist at
tack on the list However, the ef
fects werecatastrophic tothe peace
process,
As Lally Weymouth of the
Washington Post said, "tArafatj is
up to his old tricks,
seeing how much he
can get from the in
ternational commu
nity and Israel =,, in
stead of saying, 4
have a signed agree
ment with Israel, and
Jet'sget on with busi
ness,'his main objec
tive is to milk as many
concessions outof Is
rael as possible," it
seems as though
Arafat's complaints
to the world commu
nity have paid off; as
a result of the mosque
shooting, Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin has released over
400 Palestinian criminals from
prison as a "token of goodwill," as

Israeli troops fire mortars In religious conflict with Palestinians
well as his latest move of outlawing
the two political groups affiliated
with the shooting, Kaeh and Rahane
Chai, Rach is a political group in
Israel and the United States founded

groups,
Until now, the only terrorist
groups in Israel, to be "out
lawed," have been Palestinian
or other Arab organizations, in
eluding Hamas, islamic Jihad,
Hezbollah and, until recently,
the PLC, As a result of the ban,
these groups have had their
headquarters shut down and
members have been arrested
and stripped of their fire
arms,
The Israeli government's re
medial steps so far, --including
oudawlng Israeli extremists, re
leasing Palestinian criminals
from prison early, compensat
ing the families of the victims,
and lightening security in Arab
areas to prevent further attacks
am still not enough for Arafat,
Afafat wants to re-open the
by the late Rabbi Melr Rahane, who negotiations finalized over the
had a radical platform of moving the past years, asking for a multi
Palestinians to Jordan, Br, Barueh tude of unilateral, Israeli con
Goldstein was affiliated with these cessions, including Issues that

bodt parties agreed to discuss af
ter the interim period expires,
Rabin, In an Interview with Charlie
Rose on March 16, said, "what is
the purpose of reaching a next
agreement if every agreement
reached,,, can be re-opened?"
Arafat's attempts of publicity
to try and gain as must mileage as
he can out of the mosque shoodng
will have detrimental effects if he
doesn't return to the negotiating
process and proceed ThePalcstin
ians havealsoretlised toparticipate in
the IsraeliJudiekay's investigation of
theact, wtiichean only beattributed to
theirdesire to keep the shooting on the
front page, and not to get on with the
peace process, •
The PLO is the party with its
hand out,wandng toreceive some
thing, and is giving nothing In
return, The PIG is going to have
to sit down with fsmel, and the
sooner Arafat realizes this thesooner
tie can get started naming his own
affairs in Gaza and Jericho,
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• LONG
continued from page 1

USD's English students rose to
the occasion. Dr. Campbell said he
was surprised and pleased by the
students' reading ability.
"People seemed devoted, and
that's encouraging to me as a
teacher." One student even placed
an apple on the coffee table in the
center of the room as a focal point
for the group.
The final 20 lines of the epic
poem were read aloud at 5:30 a.m.
in the back of Founders Chapel by
the nine hardy souls remained. Se
nior Betsy Kummer, who was one
of those nine, said she thought she
would leave after each book, but
"by the time we'd made it through
book nine I just had to stay."
Dr. Campbell hopes this reading
will become an annual event and of
interest to more than just those
studying Milton. As this is his last
semester, he hopes the next Milton
professor will take over; if not, it
would be nice if the students made
it a tradition.
"I am totally exhausted but very
pleased." Dr. Campbell said.

• VOTE
continued from page 1

"I do not think people realize
what a powerful organization AS
is," said Watson. "We handle
$500,000 a year and meet with the
University trusteesabout four times
a semester."
With a half-million dollars at
stake, some students wonder why
AS did not do a better job publiciz
ing candidate enrollment and voter
participation.
"I was upset by lack of publicity
for this years elections," said senior
Bryn Herrlein."Itdoesnolgivepeople
outside of ASachance to get involved."

News • 5
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• FEE
continued from page 1

Consequently, it can be very
informative and influential in
forming opinions. It should be
respected and supported by the
community.
The VISTA began this year
on the verge of bankruptcy. Due
to increased advertising and
subscription revenue we have
been able to survive — barely.
This fee is not only important to
the VISTA, it is vital.
For obvious reasons, it is
difficult to find people who are
willing to volunteer their time to
put out a weekly paper on out
dated equipment. This fee
would help in the publication
costs of the paper allowing some
of the revenue generated by the
paper to be used for updating
equipment.
If the fee is approved by the
students, it will then be pre
sented to the University trustees.
If it passes, starting next year
students will see an additional
$2.50 fee each semester on their
tuition bills.
By supporting this fee stu
dents will be ensuring the future
success of the VISTA.
If the fee is not passed by the
students, then $5 will not be
added to student tuition bills
next year. The Vista will then be
forced to survive on limited
advertising revenue.
For a mere $2.50 a semester
students can support the future
of their campus newspaper. The
future of the Vista is in the
hands of the student body.

Insenious
ousing
For
Serious
Students.
Vantaggio! It's a breakthrough in student housing. Vantaggio is a
unique, modern, self-contained community — designed for serious
students, like you. We've included everything ... so you can focus
on school. Vantaggio amenities include:
Fully furnished studio, 1-bedroom, and 2-bedroom suites
with kitchenettes
Computer facility with P.C.'s, printers and modems
linked up with your school's libraries
Espresso Bar with baked goods and indoor and

"These people will be in
charge of spending half
of a million dollars.
They will determine
what bands, speakers
and movies the student
body will see..."

outdoor seating
U.S Department of Transportation

S

Private and group study lounges

X \

Convenience store with school supplies and personal
care items
Fully-equipped shared kitchens and group dining areas

€
Optional meal plan with a variety of downtown restaurants

—Michelle Watson
AS V.P. of Finance

ji?

Optional maid and linen service
Monitored building access

Last year was the first year that
voter turn out actually increased.
Of approximately 4,000 students
962 voted — less than 25 percent.
Associated Student elections take
place this week. Students will be
determining their student represen
tatives for the 1994-95 school year.
Primary electionsare held on March
23 and 24 followed by general elec
tions on March 28 and 29.
Voting booths will be set up in
the University Center and in
Founders Hall. Students can place
their votes from 10a.m. to6p.m.on
election days.
Primary elections will be held
only for positions that have more
than two candidates. The top two
candidates for each office will then
advance to the general elections.

%

Reserved underground parking

Model Suites Open for viewing, March 15,1994
Call 1-800-635-3939 for more information
Vantaggio is centrally-located -

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.

near San Diego's newly renovated Gaslamp
District. And it's very affordable. Choose a
studio, one bedroom, or two-bedroom suite.

Alonzo Drake, killed 3/17/91 at
10:53pm on Robbins Rd., Harvest, AL.

Model suites open for viewing on March 15th.

Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?

ingenious, student living environment. For

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

There's no question ... Vantaggio is an
more information... or to reserve your suite,
call 1-800-635-3939, today.

vantaggio
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Three strikes, but felons still walk
If a criminal is going to jail for life, they*re going to do it swinging for the fences
Violence and crime shatter the peace
and quiet of many societies, and officials are
always struggling to come up with one more
deterrent, taking the stance that this time their
increasingly harsh rules will change things.
Critics say that "get tough" policies have
boosted state prison populations by close to
300 percent since 1980, but safety on the
streets has yet to improve.
The newly established "three strikes" law
will be no exception to this trend. The law,
recently passed by the California State
Legislature with the strong support of

Danielle
Elliott
Staff Writer
Governor Wilson, has three provisions.
The first, called the "80 percent rule,"
mandates that anyone convicted of a violent
or serious felony must serve at least 80
percent of his sentence, up from the 50
percent mark. The second strike dictates that
anyone convicted of a second serious or
violent felony must be sentenced to twice the
length of his first prison term. The law goes
sour with the inclusion of the third "strike." It
states that after two convictions for serious or
violent felonies, conviction on any third

felony requires a minumum term of 25 years
to life imprisonment.
This law is supposedly not only going to
deter potential criminals, but prevent people
from committing a second or third crime if
they already have one conviction. I have a
problem with this logic.
First of all, the first two strikes require a
"serious or violent felony," any of a stated 26
felonies, including murder, robbery in a
home, rape, kidnapping, bank robbery, giving
or offering of cocaine, heroine, PCP or
methamphetamine to a minor and assault with
a deadly weapon against a police officer. The
third "strike," on the other hand, can be of a
listed 500 felonies.
This places murderers in the exact same
category as burglars, which itself raises
another issue that was addressed by 'Tex," a
panhandler in downtown Los Angeles.
Though he claims that he is not inclined to
violence, he did say thay he would rather go
on a bloody crime spree than waste away
behind bars. It seems as if the law may very
well make murderers out of burglars, rapists
and drug users. Robberies will no longer be
just that, but murders as well, so as to avoid
the risk of leaving witnesses behind who can
put them away for the rest of their lives.
And what of the court systems? They will
no doubt be continually clogged up with trials
when those charged with serious crimes, who
know they are guilty, try their luck with a
jury, instead of pleading guilty to a lessor
crime, an assurance of life imprisonment.

can the state afford to do this? The Depart
Another problem involves the handling of
ment of Corrections says it can, and that the
juveniles in the court system — they receive
bill may actually save California money
absolutely no immunity. Many 16 and 17because it will deter potential criminals. But
year-olds already have their first or second
there are many, including the Department of
strikes against them even though they were
Finance, and myself, who disagree.
not tried as adults. Whatever happened to the
The Department of Correction's budget of
belief in providing help and making it
$3 billion is seven percent of the states $40
possible for correcting criminal behavior?
billion general fund. Experts expect that this
For too long, the criminal system has
will rise considerably,
worked in extremes, either
primarlily at the
giving a slap on the wrist
Robberies
will
no
longer
expense of, you
and then a push back on to
guessed
it, funds for
the street, or locking them
be just that, but mur
higher
education.
By
up and throwing away the
ders
as
well,
so
as
to
the
year
2001,
the
state
key. There must be a
expects
to
spend
$10.3
medium somewhere.
avoid the risk of leaving
billion in constructing
This new law also raises
witnesses behind who
20 new prisons to
a troubling ambiguity, one
can
put
them
away
for
house an estimated
that is currently being
109,000
new inmates.
noted by state defenders
the rest of their lives.
But
the
big question
across California: The law
is
whether
or not Gov.
could be read to say that
Wlison's
new
law,
referred
to
as
the "most
the most severe punishment is life imprison
ment. Lawyers representing people facing the sweeping criminal sentencing law in the
state's history," will even deter criminals. The
death penalty could argue that capital
National Council on Crime and Deliquency
punishment is not an option, though Gov.
predicts no. They say that this law will almost
Wilson is currently calling for the passage of
certainly worsen the crime rate by forcing
bills that would expand the death penalty, not
cuts to programs aimed at preventing crime
to mention putting first-time rapists and child
molesters in prison for life, making it easier to such as Head Start, medical care and job
development.
try juveniles as adults and further limiting the
I have to agree. To stop crime, or at least
use of credits (for good behavior) to reduce
decrease the problem, you have to start at the
sentences.
source, and this is definitly not the route that
And now to everyone's favorite issue —
"three strikes" is taking.
money. Yes, the question has been raised —

Bill and Hill are her
On this Whitewater non
sense — Republicans should stop
drooling over how much the
Clinton's invested; how much, if
anything, they really lost: whether
they overdeducted on their income
taxes in those years.
The events surrounding the
Whitwater affair are more accu
rately discribed as a fiasco than as
a major crisis of a criminal nature

Margie
Gomez
Staff Writer
committed by the President and his
wife. An example of the frenzied
over-reactions is embodied by Sen.
A1 D'Amato, R - N.Y., "This has
the potential of being great if not
greater than Watergate, the presi
dency is in danger."
Whitewater and Watergate have
little in common besides the word
—water. To quote Time magazine,

"Why it isn't
Watergate — there
is no evidence of
criminality
in
Whitewater."
It could be
Watergate
if
Clinton
payed
$450,000 in hush
money to shut up
the crooks. It could
be Watergate if
Clinton wiretapped
four journalists and
13 government of
ficials. It could be
Watergate
if
Clinton pressured
the IRS into audit
ing his enemies. It
would be like
Watergate
if
Clinton tutored his
aides in the oval of
fice on how to lie to
Congress. It could be Watergate if
Clinton lied repeatedly in public
speeches about the investigation. It
would be Watergate if he arranged
for a team of "plumbers" to use
CIA gear to break into a shrinks

teen and a half
minute gap in
them.
Clinton himself
summed up the
picture blown out
of
proportion
when he said,
"There's no anal
ogy except hyste
ria they can gin up.
Number
one,
we're notcovering
up. Number two,
W|Uno one has accused
0NLY (cmC WITH 4N
me of abusing
FNPTD fFTTY
power in office.
That's
what
Watergate was
about. Number
three, there's no
credible charge I
violated
any
criminal or civil
law."
Whitewater does not run a
office. It would belike Watergate if
he fired the special prosecutor in a parrallel coursewith the majorscan"Saturday Night Massacre." It dals of our time, (Watergate,
would beWatergate if Clinton shred Iraqgate), which happened while
documents, after a struggle turned the presidents in question were in
over damning tapes with an eigh power. WhateverClinton did wrong

' i 7 •' -1 'o • b 'j A..b 1
happened ten years ago, in Arkan
sas. The first lady has basically
played the starring role in the situ
ation, and opposition, hunngry to
see her fail, have their appetites
wet, and proclaim the fallacy of her
role in the White House.
Her struggle with the Whitewater
affair is no model of her weakness,
but of her strength. She's been
through the hallways of hell a few
times and made it through, ready to
conquer the next challenge. In the
past year she has only experienced
her father dying, her mother-in-law
dying and one of her best friends
committing suicide. Meanwhile en
during a teen-aged daughter, a wid
owed mother and having one of the
highest positions in thecountry next
to her husband who has the highest
position in the country.
I would say she has pretty much
passed the test for durability, and
earned my faith. As the air around
Whitwater clears, (and it will), I
hope that the people involved on all
sides of the issue can get a grip and
look at the facts without letting
their partisan shoes jump them to
the exaggerated assumption.

March 24,1994
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Letters

Write to Us!
The USD VISTA welcomes all types of letters for print. Please
keep letters less than one page long. All letters must be signed and
must include a phone numberfor verification purposes but names
can be withheld upon request.
Bring your letter to the VISTA office (downstairs in the UC) by
Saturday at Noon, typed on 8 112 X 11 paper or mail it to: USD
VISTA; do Letter to the Editor; 5998 Alcala Park; San Diego, CA
92110-2492.
The USD VISTA reserves the right to select and edit letters to be
published.

i know you
anomaly

Give Hughes some credit
USD offering a better eduqgt\on than you think
When you or your
made about the treat
parents pay thousands
Editorial ment of financially
of dollars for an educastrapped students, the
tion it is natural to expect the best. administration has been anything but
Although, for the most part, students cold-hearted in its concerns for stu
at this University are happy with the dents' tuition concerns.
education they receive, the benefits
A day spent in either an SDSU or
made possible here are often taken for UCSD classroom might make some
granted.
of us think we were in a hospital.
There are three major universities SDSU and UCSD are in a sick state
in this city and two of them are going of education. Even with the exodus
through some serious problems. USD, of over 10,000 students, many pro
the private university in San Diego, fessors — the ones who weren't let
has never seen better days. While go for financial reasons — still have
SDSU and UCSD had, and continue to to use microphones so students in
face, major cutbacks, USD is expand the 50th row can hear them. Whereas
ing and improving at a stable rate. our classes may be filled at 25 stu
While we may be paying more to get dents, try to find an SDSU class that
more, Undents at UCSD and SDSU are will be formed without 35 or more
now paying more to get less.
students signing up for it.
Take a quick trip to either of those
While Thomas Day and Richard
schools during their class registration Atchinson are worrying about keep
and you will see many students des ing their jobs, President Hughes,
perate over the lack of available after serving USD for 25 years, will
classes. This is not the case at USD. soon retire. However, when Day and
This school actually makes it possible Atchinson are gone, they will leave
for students to graduaute in four years, schools that are without direction.
and many of us do. The average time USD, on the other hand, has the
spent by an SDSU student trying to necessary direction, with Hughes'
graduate with a bachelor's degree is comprehensive and inspired plan, it
six years. The two years that could will need to be the number one school
have been saved by attending USD in San Diego. Don't be surprised
may have meant a two-year head start years from now, when people name
in employment. Think of the money USD in the same breath as Stanford.
made during this time.
In fact, it is difficult to name more
This is not to say that there aren't than a handful of schools, public or
some things that the VISTA wishes to private, that actually offer a better
see changed at this University, but the overall education than USD.
VISTA clearly understands the posi
With 98 percent of our professor^
tion of this school. The administration holding doctorates or equivalent
deserves accolades for avoiding the degrees, the highest percentage in
cynical pretentiousness that could America, it is clear that the adminis
come from looking at the BMWs tration has done what it takes to
improve this school. Now, if only
parked along Marian Way.
Although improvements need to be they would give the resoding a break.

VISTA

"No one seems to understand
what i say ... my understanding
of these truths extends far
beyond normal human percep
tions."
if this is so, anomaly, then
why is it when i read your
column i feel like i'm reading
my soul? from the songs you
quote, to your desperate search
of companionship, to your own
sweet Thel, i see myself in the
words you breath, you are far
from alone in this life and even
on this campus, anomalies of
all sorts abound in the world
and if it weren't for them how
would one be able to distin
guish a norm (what exactly is
"normal human perception"
anyway)?
i thought as you for a while
— a long while — and still do
on occasion, but i have been
fortunate enough to meet
people whose insights into life
delve beyond life itself, i've
run into a number of students
with whom i can discuss love,
religion, life, science and art
on anything but a normal level,
i meet them everywhere —
especially when i don't expect
it. they are "normal" people
who keep their dreamselves
buried just below the surface
of who they seem to be. some
are friends, some are one-night
intellectual stands.
we stare in wonder at moons
and suns we've seen a thou
sand times before, we walk
barefoot into the sea to pretend
we are but seals frolicking in a
boundless domain, we are
poets, musicians, thinkers,
dreamers. And (excluding
myself for the most part) we
are a crowd, yes, that mindless
mass that moves as a herd
about campus — one big
conformity, but then i betray
those whom i have just
mentioned, what seems so is
not always so. these people
dance between your two
worlds, into the desert and
back into the Vales of Har.
they lead almost double lives,
it took me so long to see this,
to accept this because i didn't
like their world, i didn't fit in
and still don't sometimes, but
the storm that kept me under
raged from the inside and only
from the inside could it be
quelled, the rains that fell were

my own tears.
you sound like you're in a
state of self-pity — i've been
there many times myself —
but life is not how anyone
wants it to be and all one can
do about this fact is to face it.
feel the rain pelting your heart,
be the cloud heavy with tears,
run after Thel, run fast, dive
into your storm of despair,
while you're there look around
instead of looking just for her
and maybe you'll notice the
multitudes of anomalies that
have drowned within them
selves. you don't have to
conform, no one wants you to
— you just have to face life as
it is and not as you think it
should be.

the unforgiven
student

"Quote Of The
Week" Is Weak
Regarding the "Quote of the
Week" in the March 3 issue,
just a suggestion — don't print
quotations out of context and
then try to make it appear that
a person quoted is actually
supporting a contesting
opinion. This is not the first
time that this has been done on
the Op-Ed page, but it should
be the last. Never mind that
Newsweek does it all the time.
This sort of textual manipula
tion, or "spinning," is dubious
at the least and a poor means
of making an argument Let
the politicians do it all they
want, but keep it out of serious
journalism.
This may seem like a minor
quibble, but it represents a
larger issue. Judging from an
editorial of a few weeks back,
you would like the VISTA to
be accepted as a serious
journalistic endeavor. How
ever, if you continually
confuse the facts, you lose
credibility. Do you want your
readers to take you seriously,
or should the USD community
regard its newspaper as a sort
of National Enquirer, in which
anything written cannot be
accepted as truthful or accu
rate? It's your call. How your
paper is perceived is a direct
result of how you handle it.

Brendan Starkey
Fine Arts student
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On the Record

Question — You have studied extensively
Q — So wiD the continuation of the wel
the political movements in the Americas and
fare plan improve things?
have beencritical ofU.S.foreign policy,specifiA — Depends at how it is administered.
caly the OA involvement in Central America.
Youask mostpeople, as theNixon administra
Do you think NAFTA is a genuine, concerted
tion did when Nixon was President, if they
effort by our government to develop the eco
would rather be cm welfareor be self-sufficient
nomic infrastructure of our neighbors to the
economically,andmostpeoplewouldrespond,
south?
"Hey, I would much rather be off welfare if I
Answer — Given the history of our involve
could find a job that paid me a decent wage."
ment in flie region, each time we have tried to in
That's the problem. You must teach people
anyway promote our economic interests in coun
skills so that theycan get a decent job, so they
tries south of the border it has always been an
can earn decent wages. Then they will get off
imperialistic effort, an effort by the corporate elite
welfare. I'll be damned if I would work at
in the U.S. to dominate ecomically and politically
McDonalds if I can make more money being
the government and the people in the area.
on welfare.There are things that can beused to
In El Salvador you have 10families controlling
getpeopleoff welfare.For example, tax incen
virtually the entire economy of the country. Who
tives to business to hire and train poor people.
do you deal with if you are an American corpora
Q — But if these people are trained to do
tion? Youdeal withthose lOfamilies,and do those
certain jobs, won't people be displaced?
10 families have the best interest of the poor
This stillsounds likea zero-sum gain where
people in El Salvador in mind? History proves
jobs are still not being created, just shifted
they have only their selfish interests in mind.
to people who can be paid less.
Q — When Carlos Salinas signed NAFTA
A — Recently, there was an article in the
did he do it in the best interest of Mexico?
L.A. Times which said the U.S. had better be
A — I think so. Mexico is different than El
prepared for a state of joblessness in the future.
Salvador. Mexico has some semblance, at least in
There are 4 billion people in Asia that can
the last 30 years, of a government that is trying to
manufacture products at one tenth the cost. We
improve theeconomic lot of its people. Since the
are living in the post industrial world where in
(Mexican) Revolution, Mexico has, in the rural
the future, perhaps fifty, sixty or even a hun
Doctor Gilbert L. Oddo is a Professor Emeritus of Political Science at
areas, provided free medical assistance, provided
dred years down the road, steel isn't going to be
USD. Professor Oddo has taught at USD since 1965 and is the founding
free schools, improved the infrastructureand given
made in the U.S., it is going to be made
director of USD's Summer Session in Guadalajara. He earned his doctor
land to the previously landless peasants.
somewhere in what we now call a third world
ate at Georgetown University and since than has written six books and
Q—Carlos Safinas, although a strongsup
country. The United Stales' superiority in the
porter of NAFTA, hassaid that NAFTA won't
numerous articles . He was interviewed by Opinion Editor James Finete
future will hinge on our computer technology,
m
makeas biga difference in Mexico,one way or
on March 17,1994.
not on the old factories of the old industrial
the other,as many politicianshave argued. Do
revolution.
you agree?
scholar. Similarly, you cannot argue that Pearl Harbor never took
Q—Where do you see USD in twenty years?
A—Oh, it is going to makea difference in the long run. But in place.
A — I'm not very optimistic, and I dislike saying this, but I
the short run, that is 3,4 or 5 years from now it won't make much
Q — What is die University's responsibility to uphold aca really do feel deep in my heart that there are not enough peopleon
of a difference. Twenty, thirty, forty even a hundred years from demic and historical integrity?
this faculty who are dedicated to the religious mission of this
now, it will make an enormous difference. NAFTA will improve
A — A historian's responsibility, when teaching a t a university, is University. For example, I don't know many faculty in the School
the industrial baseof Mexicowhich will beable to provideenough to stay as close to the truth as possible. And if you stay as close to the of Business, there are exceptions of course, who understand or
jobs in Mexico, so that Mexicans will not have to stream across truth of the Holocaust you cannot insist that it did not happen.
read the teachings of the church, theencyclicals of the Popes that
the border.
Q — So should this school censor such teachings?
advocate social justice, that condemn both capitalism and social
Q—Speaking of immigration, Gov. Wilson, among other
A — I don't know if I would censor it but I certainly would be ism.
people, have recently blamed illegal immigration for crip critical. There is such a thing called academic freedom. But should
Q—You were talkingabout howin the future thiscountry
pling the California economy. Is that the case?
a professorcan you useacademic freedom to pervert history?That is will have to prepare itself to be more technologically diA — My guess is that Wilson is running for re-election, and a troubling question with no easy answers.
rected...
therefore is playing at the prejudicesand the ignorance of many
Q—Where do you see American society heading in die next
A — I would like to see, and I don't see it, a U S D education that
Califomians who blame immigrants for all their problems. My twenty years?
educates studentsa bit differently, a bit more morally, a bit more
good sainted grandparents were all "illegals." They came to the
A — I see more disintegration of civility, more disintegration of attuned to social justice and ethical behavior. Something that
U.S.for the same reasons immigrants come today, for a better life. family life, more disintegration of civilized behavior among human differentiates usfrom, say, a San Diego State, or any other secular
Q—In the Spring of 1992, the VISTA made the mistake beings. This is the only country in the world where, if you inadvert university in America.
of running an adby Bradley R.Smith, head of theCommittee ently cut someone of on the freeway, you might be shot to death at
Q—Does the economic future you predict give usroom to
for OpenDebateon theHolocaust Youwere understandably the next intersection. This is the only country in the world where 27 do this?
upset about the publication of the ad. How do you feel about percent of schoolchildren carry weapons into the classroom.
A — W e l l , one of the things w e have b e a t lax about, that w e
someoneat thisUniversity teaching Holocaust revisionism as
Q — What is to blame for this?
haven't been able to do very well, is sell to this country's
a legitimate topic for discussion in the classroom?
A — T h e deterioration o f the family.
entrepenuersonthepropositionthatthemostvaluablepeoplethey
A—What I am going to do, and what people like me should
Q — Who is to blame for this?
can higher for their companies are liberalarts majors.The liberal
do, is start an organization to "prove" that Pearl Harbor never
A — Individuals. Fathers and mothers who no longer accept arts are supposed to teach people how to live, how to understand
existed. That it was a figment of someone's imagination. That responsibility for raising their children with traditional human val and appreciate other people, other cultures. A liberal arts educa
Heroshima and Nagasaki never took place.
ues.
tion should not be concerned solely with jobs and money. These
Q—So if someone can revise the history of the Holocaust,
Q—Isn't yourargument like that ofthe Bush administration things are important, no doubt, but they should not be the focal
anything in history can be taught not to have existed?
that was mocked for its "family values" campaign?
point of a college education. A USD degree should prepare
A—I think itflies in the face of history.We know theHolocaust
A — I t doesn't d o m y hean much good t o hear people like Quayle students in a unique way. A USD education should speak to
took place. The gas ovens are real, Auschwitz is real, Dachau is orBush talk about family values when they are always at the forefront students' souls as well as their minds, should emphasize that greed
real, Treblinka is real. We know that. You cannnot say it never of cutting government funds for education, for housing for poor is not good, that compassion, selflessness and understanding are
took place and retain any semblance of credibility as a serious people.
what to strive for in life.

Gil Oddo

VISTA Opinion Phone Poll

Quote ofthe Week

Do you think prostitution should be legalized
in San Diego?

"Incompetence is always the excuse."
— GOP strategist Mary Matalin, responding to Democratic
consultant Robert Squier who confessed that the bungling
of the Whitewater affair was due to the fact that Democrats
"have been out of the White House so long, we don't know
quite how to act sometimes,*Matalin tried to hold back her
tears.

Yes

No

Males

40%

60%

Females

8%

92%

ff
v_

Note: the poll was conducted by phoning 25 male and 25 female students
living on campus. Note: of the 40 percent of the males who said, "Yes," 50
percent actually said, "Hell yes."
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KEEP YOUR COLLEGE NEWSPAPER ALIVE. FOR
A MERE $2.50 FEE A SEMESTER YOU WILL
PROVIDE USD WITH A QUALITY COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER IN THE FUTURE.

SMALL PRICE TO PAY FOR NEWS

Thursday
March 24,1994

Social Trends • Culture • Environment • Current Issues

Women of substance
• Furay and other women played roles in USD's growth
SknoneFarah
Staff Writer

When one thinks of influential women
at USD, Sister Sally Furay, vice piesident and provost al USD, comes to mind,
Her goals have beat to create the best
obtainable environment for the students
and to do whatever possible to foster the
mission of the University. This mission
includes establishing equality, creating a
rigorous education and fostering anethical consciousness, both personally and

Sister Nancy Morris and Therese
Whitcomb are four women out of the
many that havemade outstandingcontributions to USD and its community. They
illustrate the fact that women have had a
huge impact on the success of USD and
president of the
will continue to do so in the future,
USD came intoexistence afterthe College forWomen and dieCollege forMen legfc IxrWomen and
served as honora
merged in 1970. Several women played
active roles in initiating and supporting
the merger. They had already created a
(

sionate about education,
but she is also passionate about the cnisade for

|
|

Women's

j B I EE B^I

'
|j|

hH I hS T O R Y M
m ONTH

asked to give a speech at
the AcademyofOur Ladyof Peace about j
WOTljaaCC
the changing rdcsof women. Aftersome
investigation, she was persuaded Ity star-^
ding statistics showing the disadvantagcous positionofwomcn inthe real world.
•'
She realized thediscrepancies insalaries,
BOVOTIlWllg
jobs and the legal status of women. "It is first
the color of your skin or your sex make,"
Furay sad. "Anyone with a sense of
justice has to be a crusader."
Furay has not been alone in her cru
sade, for women have had a long history
of leadership a USD, and earlier al the
San DiegoCollege forWomen.Throughort the Umveraty'shistory,women have
dedicated much of their time and energy
to its preservation and improvement.
Sister Furay. Mother Rosalie Cliff,

, "
successful women's college whose beautiful campus belied its intellectually vigorous educationand high moral standing,
hi 1937, Mother Rosalie Clihon Hill
met with Bishop Buddy to discuss buildingaSacred Heart women's collegecampus in San Diego. She was the founding

ifL whereypb u
pereseTruittW
in the women's
r director of Insti
1961, she becmg
>f%»j§sdepal

>ls. She first
of classes |£women's fblpl when thepwo
|971shelef|JSD
pchools forlacrcd
|for 18 years,
^mb. who graduated
ige in 1954, is now
|pal Design at USD,
j|ll-time member of
||)d<tn 1971,opened
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DON MORGAN PRESIDENT
AARON TUDISCO PRESIDENT
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ESTEBAN DEL RIO VP STUDENT ISSUES
MICK PEPPER VP STUDENT ISSUES
ALEXIS PERSHALL VP STUDENT ISSUES
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ANNEDOLD SOCIAL CHAIR
CHRISTIAN DAVISON SEC. OF ACADEMICS
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One step forward, two back
Laurie Kovach
Staff Writer
The discussion of gender roles hits become
more prevalent in our society in the past 30
years. Although the issue has been given
more attention, and there has been improve
ment avoiding gender stereotypes, sexism is
still very widespread today, to the point that
it is a recurrent issue in the work force.
According to the United Nations Develop
ment Report of 1993, women make one-third
the salary of men. The wage gap is least
prominent in Sweden, where women earn
84 cents to the male's dollar. InJapan.it is
S7cents,andin the U.S., therado is barely
higher at 39 cents to the dollar.
"It's not about women's issues and men's
issues, it's about being discriminated
against," said Dr. Linda Perry, chair of the
Communication Studies department and
co-director of gender studies. "Men tend
to get paid more and promoted no matter
what."
Perry said the men tend to be promoted
more in fields that are not traditionally
dominated by men, such as nursing. Men
are able to excel in these non-traditional
fields, yet it is adouble standard for women, o
who are unable toexcel in male-dominated
fields, she said.
"Once women get involved in predomi
nately male areas, the value goes down and
the pay rate decreases," Perry said.
Perry said that the implicit view is that
men need to work in order to support their
families, whereas women merely choose to
work. As a result of this view, men are valued
more.
According to Dr. Michael Soroka of the
Sociology department, these gender stereo
types start as a pattern early in life and are
maintained through socialization. He sub
scribes to the conflict theory, which states
that it is advantageous for men to keep women
out of economic and political arena as com
petitors. To achieve this, men can dominate
women physically or develop the notion that
women are better suited for emotional and
nurturing activities, while men are stronger,

dom inating ineconomic or big business roles.
'This is just a fabrication set up to justify
men's dominance over worn sn," Soroka said.
"Data do not support the idea that one gender
has the monopoly on intelligence or ability,"
Soroka said that talents are distributed
equally among men and women, but society
forces people into roles which could lead to
the wasting of talent in other areas,
Perry stated that people let these stereo
types guide their behavior because men feel
it is not masculine to cry and that they must
fulfill the role of the hero or adventurer, while
women must be nurturing, subordinate and

women have two full time jobs,"
Bryjak said that this dual role puts women
back into a subordinate position despite their
efforts to excel outside of the home, Because
many females cannot be superwomen, they
retreat back into stereotyped roles,
"Women have made advances, especially
in the last decade,"Soroka said, "But we still
have a long way to go before a change in
attitudes and behavior can be seen,"
Soroka stated that the rale of advance is
slowing down because women are becoming
a threat to powerful men, Through legisla
tion, overt discrimination has been elimi-

ally), men feel it is at their expense," Soroka
said. "We need to realize that when one side
gains, both sides gam because we are ul) j
working together,"
Perry said it is difficult to see an immediate]
change in the future, "Every time we takeone 1
step forward, we must take two steps back, j
We made advances in the '60s Bird the '70s,]
and then Reagan moved us back to the '30s'']
Perry said the Reagan administration ere- ]
ated a two-class society consisting of the
powerful and the powerless; the administra
tion was male-oriented and supported the j
traditions of women staying home and teach- 1
ing family values, Perry said that the
Clinton administration attempts to dem- <
MEDIAN ANNUAL EARNINGS BY GL NDER
onstrate equality by issuing a variety of ]
sexual discrimination preventativesas wellj
as working with Hillary Rodham Clinton,?
Parnate
lm\ of Education
Bryjak slated that society needs to change
Main
in order to be androgynous, "We must|
Less than 9 years
$17,623
$12,066
first be human beings, then be men and
9-12 years
21,402
14,455
women," he said.
12 years (high school diploma)
26,799
18,837
According to Bryjak, society is now in I
Some college, no degree
aposition
wherepeople'srolesareblurred ;
31,683
22,143
A
clear
picture
of how to act and what]
Associate's degree
33,817
25,000
roles to accept does not exist.
Bachelor's degree
40,906
29,087
'This generation is floating," Bryjak 1
said. "We are not sure what it means to be|
Master's degree
49,734
34,939
a responsible man or a responsible!
Doctoral degree
57,187
43,303
woman," He sees this as beneficial beProfessional degree
73,996
46,742
cause it enables people to express indi-1
viduality, rather than fitting into catego-:
ries that society has already laid out,
Figures are for year-round, full-time workersraft Pf ears and older in 1991, •'
Perry believes that sex roles have|
i
ilUj/iuillM changed in the past and that this will
continue, Thelegalsystemneedstochange
nated. Unfortunately, discrimination has be drastically in order to help more women; state
maternal.
"If we act in an opposite way, we get come more subtle, Quick advances were and federal laws should mandate that both
punished," Petty said. "Assertive women are made through publicizing the discrimination, parents support their child and that more
women should have positions of authority in?
viewed as pushy and aggressive in negative but there are still many blatant problems.
the political arena, she said,
"Discrimination
has
become
more
diffi
terms,"
"We need to break the barriers to careers
USD Sociology professor Dr. George cult topinpoint," Soroka said, "It has become
belonging to men and women," Perry said,
Bryjak stated that more women are in dual- more institutionalized."
Soroka added that minor changes have had
income families in which theman and woman
enormous effects on society, but major
both work full time.
"In this case, one would think that the changes need to be made in order to change
division of labor would be split, but this is not attitudes and beliefs, Women need to disthe case," Bryjak said, "Women have a proveexisting myths by displaying theirabilicareer outside the home, and then must do all ties.
of the work inside the home, Basically,
"However much women gain (profession

Ideal beauty doesn't ad up
Advertisers manipulate the concept of beauty
Danielle Elliott
Staff Writer
A small fiveryear-old girl stands
in the grocery line pointing to an ad
in the magazine that her mother was
flipping through. "Mommy, I want
to look like that when I grow up,"
she says, and illustrates the adver
tising industry's perpetuation of un
realistic ideals on society.
Dr. Susan DeYoung, a professor
in the school of business at
Dalhousie University in Canada
states, "The controversy over the
portrayal of women in advertising
still continues today."
Over the years there have been
some changesin advertising. Some
progress has been made. Dr.
Bethami Dobkin, a professor in
USD's Communication Studies de
partment who teaches a class in
gender studies, said, "Images in ad
vertising are more diverse than they
were, but not necessarily healthier.

They are still sticking to a standard
of ideal beauty."
The "ideal beauty"of which Dr,
Dobkin speaks is theclear and flaw
less skin, the bright eyes, the perfecdy-chisled facial features, and a
perfect' 10' figure—slim thighs, a
flat stomach, and a large chest.
Though watching TV makes one
believe otherwise, few women ac
tually look like that. The advertis
ing industry makes the ideals seem
plausible, but the real message for
the consumer is to buy their prod
ucts.
Young girls are constantly mis
led — smoking slim cigarettes or
driving certain cars can muke you
look like a model, A milk "It does
a body good" ad tells scrawny little
girls that drinking milk can give
them large breasts and the "ideal"
body,
But milk works for guys, too,
Men are becoming more of an ad
vertising commodity than before,
Dr, Dobkin said, "After becoming

saturated with images of women,
men started to feel pressured," She
continued by discussing the current
trends in advertising, the kind of
"waif image" as exhibited by Kate
Moss in Obsession ads for women
and the Brute "Men are back" cam
paign for men, These trendN are
constantly changing, from cute to
beautiful to sexy.
But the big question is, do these
ads, based solely on beautiful half
naked women, truly sell? Dr,
Dobkin affirmed that they do,
"These images are seductive, plea
surable, and they bring ads power,"
she said, People buy into the idea of
being just like those women in the
ads, just as beautiful, just as thin,
just as sexy.
For example, take Sports Illus
trated and their ever-famous swimsuitedidon. It's the most purchased
issue of the year, It promotes the
magazine and heightens the interest
in the magazine, A person doesn'i
have to be a sports fan to have an

interest in these pictures. Again,
the "ideals" are promoted, and
women of any other shape are ig
nored.
Jean J. Boddewyn, a professor
of marketingand international busi
ness at Baruch College claims that
"Ads thatare indecent, sexist, sexy,
exhibit violence to women or treat
them as mere objects present a con
stant and ever growing problem in
many countries," And some
women, such as Dr, DeYoung, are
mainly concerned with whether or
not women are mainly shown in
stereotypical roles of housewives
and/or sex objects. These women
would like to see these situations
changed.
"I want to see more women of
subsiance, over 30 with hips, thighs,
wrinkles, gray hair, and still beau
tiful," Dobkin said, "I wani lo see
more Hispanic women, Asian
women who aren'l exotic, but
maybe athletic, Just different ages
and bodies,"
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Discovery remembered,
discoverer forgotten
• A profile on Canada's first female physicist
atom, which later
proved to be of great
Staff Writer
importance in thedetection of radioac
tive isotopes. Her
As with any profession, those work was published
HISTORY MONTH
who get recognized are commended in the Nature maga
while those who performed the work zine in 1904.
are often forgotten. Such is thecase
Life was pretty uneventful for marriage an obligation. Although
with Harriet Brooks — Canada's Brooks while working at Columbia Brooks broke off her engagement,
first women nuclear physicist.
University in New York. However, the following month she resigned.
Harriet Brooks was bom on July things turned around after her mar
In the years that followed, Brooks
2, 1876 in Exeter, Ontario. With riage in 1906. It was at that moment traveled and worked with Madame
her outstanding academic
Curie in Paris. None of her
achievement she received
discoveries were published,
scholarships which enabled
but they were cited in other
her to attend the Royal
papers.
Victoria College for Women
Another fellowship un
at Mc Gill University. She
folded for Brooks at the Uni
studied physics during her last
versity of Manchester in En
two years, graduating with a
gland. She qualified, but be
BA Honors in mathematics
fore receiving an answer, she
and natural philosophy.
married. That marked the
After graduating, Brooks
final event in Brooks' career.
joined a research group led by
S he could havestayed in Paris
Ernest Rutherford. They stud
or continued researching, but
ied a radioactive substance
advancement to a senior po
called "emanation," which is
sition was impossible for a
released from radium. In her
woman at that time.
tedious research, Brooks
There were other disadvan
proved that emanation was a
tages: a doctorate was not re
gas (now known as radon)
quired for male physicists, but
with different properties than
women could only expect a
that of radium.
lower rank position. Also,
Bryn Mawr was Brooks'
Brooks was a single woman
next step in pursuingher Ph.D.
in her thirties, and theconfin
in physics, but her valuable
ing social expectations would
Harriet Brooks' work in physics
research abilities brought her
have disabled her progress.
was overlooked for many years
an offer she couldn't refuse:
Brooks returned to
she was awarded the Bryn
Montreal and remained there
Mawr Fellowship to study at Cam that Brooks had to choose between until she died on April 17, 1933.
bridge University. In England, her marriage and her career. When The illness she had been suffering
Brooks was recognized by her pro told that society expects a woman to from may have been linked to a
fessors, and she wrote and pub give up her career, Brooks re radiation-related disease. It was
lished papers on radioactive phe sponded, "I think (that) it is a duty I unfortunate that some one who had
owe my profession and to my sex to devoted so much time and effort to
nomena.
After her year at Cambridge Uni showthatawomanhasarighttothe a new field had to resign and blend
versity, Brooks didn't return to practice of her profession and can with society. Harriet Brooks'work
Mawr (6 Complete her Ph.D., but not be condemned to abandon it had been overlooked until years
later, when it became significant.
tutored in math and physics. She merely because she marries."
Unfortunately, the college re Sadly, the discovery was remem
rejoined Rutherford's group and dis
covered the recoil of a radioactive fused to staff women who made bered, but the discoverer forgotten.

Penny Kalargiros

Women's

STUDY ABROAD
Germany • Ireland • Italy • Japan • Mexico
Discover the World... Discover Your FutureI

Courses in:

General Information:

•
•
•
•
•

• AACSB accredited
• Excursions to cultural sites,
business and government offices
• Internships with German
"companies
• Family homestay or dormitory

Business
Liberal Arts
Communication and Fine Arts
Science and Engineering
Language and Cultural Studies

Application Deadlines:
Fall Semester
Spring Semester
Summer Term

April 1 jjp&
November 15
April 15
-*

For more information:
Contact Eva Vajda
Coordinator of International Programs
Loyola Marymount University
West 80th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90045.
Or, call (800) 638-7426,
(310) 338-1973, FAX (310) 338-2706.

• Credits earned are available for
transfer on LMU transcripts

Minimum Requirements:
Semester
Summer

2.8 GPA
Open

LOYOLA MARYMOUNT
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Women's voices
"I have a brain and a uterus, and I use both."
—Patricia Schroeder, a member of Con
gress and lawyer.
"People call me a feminist whenever I express
sentiments that differentiate me from a doormat or
a prostitute."
—Rebecca West, a Scottish/English novel
ist, journalist, and critic.
"The world has never seen a truly great and
virtuous nation, because in the degradation of
women the very fountains of life are poisoned at
their source."
—Lucretia Mott, an abolitionist, minister,
pacifist, and social reformer.
"Men weren't really the enemy — they were
fellow victims suffering from an outmoded mascu
line mystique that made them feel inadequate when
there were no bears to kill."
—Betty Friedan, an activist, writer, and
founder of the National Organization for Women.
Compiled by

Margie Gomez

Feminist Literature
V

No More Masks
edited by Florence Howe
Groundbreaking when
first published in 1973,
this anthology of 20th
century American poetry
by women has been
recently updated and
revised.

Growing up Female
edited by Susan Cahill
Fiction and autobio
graphical narratives
focusing on the passage
from girlhood to women
hood in late 20th century
America from leading
women writers.

Creation of Feminist
Conciousness
by Gerda Lemer
The documentation of
the 1200 year struggle of
women to free their
minds from patriarchial
thought, create women's
history and achieve a
feminist consciousness.

Sound of a Silver Horn
by Kathleen Noble
Noble overturns the
figure of the "passive"
heroine and questions the
female hero's journey.
Using case studies of 35
women, she reveals how
any woman can become
an archetype in a myth of
her own making.

^

Fire with Fire
by Naomi Wolf

The author of the bestselling beauty myth takes on
the question of why so
many women resist the
feminist label at a time
when the basic principles
of the women's move
ment have become
mainstream.

Rediscoveries: American
Short Spdes,!by:Women
Solomon
A milestone volume of
fiction that brings to
gether stories that
changed the course of
American Literature as it
evolved from romanti
cism to realism.

How to Make the World
Better for Women
by Donna Jackson
This essential handbook
provides resources and
actions that will give
every woman a sense of
empowerment.

I sis and Osiris: Exploring
the Goddess Myth
by Jonathan Cott
Exploration of the ancient
myth of Isis and Osiris
and the belief system it
has engendered.
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Don't waste your time with flyers — Use the
VS7ST/? classifieds. We guarantee a
response or you yet one extra week... JREE!

ATTENTION COLLEGE GRADS: Do you
want to get a great job and put your
degree to good use? If you're interested
in a sales, marketing, or management
career call USD Alum- Lisa Gallagher
Kratz at 587-9500.1 can help you get a
position with a Fortune 500 Company.
Really- no jokes or scams. Call me-1 am
your friend in the business.
GREEKS & CLUBS EARN $50-$250for
yourself plus up to $500 for your club!
This fundraiser costs nothing and lasts
one week. Call now and receive a free
gift. 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.

types of Classifieds:
Personals
for Sale
ken talslRoommates
Employment
Wanted
Services
Announcements
Qreeks

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING — Earn
up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.). Summer and Full-Time employ
ment available. No experience neces
sary. For more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5979
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTU
NITY —Camp Wayne Boys/Girls, NE PA
(3 hrs/NYC) - Sports oriented. Counsel
ors/Specialists for all Land/Water Sports,
Outdoor Rec, Computers, A&C, Video,
Radio. Campus interviews on Wednes
day, April 6. Call 1-800-509-2267.

TEACHERS NEEDED Western US. Write
Evergreen Ed. Emplymnt P.O.Box 8159,
Tacoma, WA 98418. 206-572-3719 Fax
206-272-4152.
VISTA IS HIRING: Applications for all
positions are available in UC 114 for the
fall 1994 semester. Call x4584 for info.

4 PINK FLOYD TIX—April 14th at Jack
Murphy, floor section C2. Best offer gets
'em. Call Eric x8872.

Costs: (USD Students, subtract 20%!)
125 characters. 7 week — S7;2 weeks — 510
each additional 20 characters - $2
25% off all Orders of 6 weeks or longer
* all classifieds due by 5 p.m.. friday prior to print
*purchase at UC ticket window or call 260-4714
*late submissions subject to 40% service charge

DATSUNKING CAB—for sale by owner.
1981 make, Brown exterior, air condition
ing, clean, runs well, includes shell, $2,500
or best offer, call Calvin at 299-0431.

INCOME TAX PREPARATION $10-$30,
Both Federal & CA State. Stocks, Divi
dends, Interest? Don't Mess With The
IRS! Call 294-7242.
MAMMOTH LAKES: $17 - $25 per night
includes kitchen - groups up to 22, (5 BR
- 3 BA HOUSE), 1/2 mile from ski lifts,
544-9093/755-8648.

WAN 11CI)

PERFECTIONISTTYPING SERVICE—
$2.50/page, $5.00/page w/expert edit
ing. USD grad, English/Spanish major,
APA, other formats. John, 297-8743,
PROBLEMS WITH FOOD? Therapist
Cindy Ryan, MFCC, specializes in the
treatment of EATING DISORDERS. Call
571-1432 for a free initial brief consult.
TYPING SERVICES — You dont have
time to type yourterm papers, so let us do
it for you. We also provide editing, create
resumes and cover letters, and offer same
day service. Call BRILL ASSOCIATES
@275-1727.

WRITERS WANTED — Come to the
VISTA staff writer's meeting and get some
real experience in the wide world of print
media. No experience needed and all are
welcome to attend! The meeting is at
Noon on Tuesday in UC 114B.
ATTENDANT WANTED — by prof, dis
abled Woman. T/TH, 6-Noon; Sat. 7-3.
Own car Personal care. Pat 298-1745.

Finally something for college
that just gotless expensive.
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Macintosh LC 475 4/80, Apple Color Plus 14" Display, Apple Extended Keyboard II, PLUS the Apple StyleWriter II.

Only $1,424 after $100 rebate!
Right now, when you buy an already affordable Macintosh' LC 475 with
an Apple" StyleWriter"IIor LaserWriter,' you'll receive a $100 mail-in rebate
from Apple* That's a hundred bucks now on a computer with fast 040
performance. Plus the Macintosh LC 475 is upgradable to PowerPC" perfor

mance in the future, if you need it. But thatk not all. You'll also take home
seven popular software programs while, supplies last. That's a complete
Macintosh system with a lot of goodies, at a really unbeatable price. So,
what are you waiting for? College may last four years, but this offer won't. AppiC

For more information please visit the
USD Bookstore or call 260-4552
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9am-6pm; Friday, 9am-4pm; Saturday, 9am-4pm
'Offer valid through 3/31/94 or while supplies last. See your Authorized Apple Campus Resellerfor details. Offer mid where prohibited by law. ©1994Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apfile fogo, I/tserWriter.
Macintosh and StyleWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. PowerPC is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation, used under license therefrom.
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IS NOW
ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR

ALL POSITIONS
FOR THE
1994-95 SCHOOL YEAR
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
OPINION EDITOR
SOCIAL ISSUES EDITOR
OUTLOOK EDITOR
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

SPORTS EDITOR
SIDETRACK EDITOR
CLASSIFIED MANAGER
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGER
ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES

AT T. POSITIONS RECEIVE COLLEGE CREDIT
AND MOST RECEIVE STIPENDS
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN THE VISTA OFFICE (UC 114).
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INTRAMURALS
and RECREATION
Events • Results • Schedules

Nice Huh? one of the elites Tennis season
concludes

This year's A-league basketball action is
being billed as the "Elite Two and the
Seven Dwarfs." With top ranked, Can
Anyone Beat Us? havinga bye, it was up to
Nice Huh? to prove they belonged in the
elite category. This was no problem as the
No. 2 ranked team came out and embar
rassed Mr. Endo and the Chronic Fiends
77-39. Caiy"M.V.P." Duckworth led the
way with 30 points while Anthony Lindsey
had nine in a losing effort.
Elsewhere in A-league, every game came
down to the final shot. Some went in and
some didn't.. The highly regarded Barrio
Bashers couldn't get that final shot tofall as
they lost to Phi Kap C 40-38. Maybe if Mo
Chavez, Curtis Demers and company would
concentrate more on playing and Jess on
crying about the referees, they might live up
to their billing.
Two teams did have big shots fall. First
it was Seth Longaker with a three-quarter
court shot at the buzzer to cap a remarkable
comeback win for Phi Kap A. Who's
Here? had a 24-9 lead before falling to the
miracle shot, 48-46.
Bill McFadden's buzzer shot was not
quite as far but still was well past NBA
three-point land and gave Sigma Pi a 42-40
victory over Fill the Hole.
B-league action showcased two interdivisional battlesthat turned cut 'o be blow
outs. Mike Leonard scored 22 points in
Team Polumco's 77-31 rout of Will Audit
You Too (Better double check those tax
returns), and Miguel Powers had 17 points
and seven rebounds as the top ranked Get It
Up, Put It In annihilated tire Asian-Cauca
sian Invasion 69-33.
The no. 3 ranked Red Roosters earned
the team of the week honors despite a slow
start and only a 10-7 halffime ler'd. In the
second half, they exploded behind the de

fensive effort of Tim Antongiovanni who
had a game-high 11 rebounds, and shut out
Flying High, winning 41-7.
Cadence of Silk proved their no.2 rank
ing was deserved as they unmercifully beat
down Hang Five 61-36. Jason Carroll had
27 points and Spyros Stavrinides had nine
rebounds in the facile victory.
The Black and Blue maintained their
no.4 ranking as they bruised their way to a
38-34 victory over Nice Racks. Brad
Sanfillipo scored 16 points but it was not
enough to offset double-digit performances
by Victor Cruz and Jason Allenbaum.
The No.5 ranked Forty In Hand had no
trouble with Illegal But Women. Greg
Bettinelli's team saw an opportunity to run
up the score (It might be their only one), and
took advantage, beating the mostly-female
team 92-43.
Other B-league winners included Pick
N Roll the J, Hey Butt Breath, Delta Tau
Delta, Lex Talonis, Dream Team 3, Un
knowns, and Drive By Shooters.
Inthefaculty/staffleague, only two games
were contested with the top two ranked
teams coming out on top. As usual, it was
Mitch Malachowski and his 32 points lead
ing Arts and Sciences over the Bookstore
68-35. Sports Center had more trouble,
spotting Takin' It To The Hoop a 10-2
lead, before rebounding for a 52-36 victory
over their moreorganized opponents. Barton
Bland led the way with 18 points for the
visitors while Mike Still (the other Mike?)
scored 11 points and had eight rebounds.
Domino's Winner: Each week the IM
department will award the team of the week
with a large pizza from Domino's. This
week, the Red Roosters got the award due
to a suffocating defense which held their
opponents to seven points, none in the sec
ond half.

Weather wreaks havoc with softball
league
Rain, vacation, rain, these words tell the missing, and that will be left a secret so other
story of this season's intramural mens' soft- teams may find itforthemselves. Thisteam
ball. Due to uncontrollable circumstances, greatly parallels the Detroit Tigers, but have
the league is almost three weeks behind a decent pitcher in Sundberg. Look out
schedule. But have no fear, the brilliant world, this team is for real.
intramural staff will be able to crown a
With all of the ranting and raving surchampion before May 1st, weather roundingKnafeltz's awesome general man
penrmitting. Even though only a limited aging and recruiting skills, people have
number of games have been played, it is forgotten about Joe Commin's Flogging
clear which teams will battle for the cloth in Your Mom. A team just like the Braves,
who always win, but seem to come up just a
the coming weeks.
The current favorite, last semester's little short. This team can be summed up in
c hampion, Sigma Pi, have proven that it one word, balanced. Not only on the offen
has stepped up its game over last season and sive side, but also defensively. Mark
knows what it has to do to win. Theteamhas Daquipa, Geoff Schmitz, and the league's
even been playing in an over-30 league in best defensive pitcher, Greg Swift, lead a
Poway tokeep in shape for the grand-daddy brilliant group of gloves. With a little luck,
of them all, A-league intramurals. This clutch hitting, and tricky scheduling, look
- veteran and talented team compares greatly out for the mother floggers.
One team left out of almost everyone's
to the San Francisco Giants; enthusiastic,
pennant
chances regarding softball is Rick
awesome at times, great defensively, and
Salazar's
Candy Coated Clowns. This one
timely hitting, (although Brad Miller is no
time
dynasty
hasfallen upon hard times, but
Barry Bonds).
may
have
rebuilt
and have put together a
The team Sigma Pi must fear most
legitimate
contender.
Salazar, along with
is Frank Knafeltz's Men Among Boys who
Curtis
Demers
and
Lang
Wasada, give the
has powered through its competition thus
Clowns
power
in
the
middle
of the line up
far without even breaking a sweat. This
and
may
carry
them
into
the
playoffs'
later
team loses more softballs over thefence and
rounds.
into the canyon than any team in recent
The league's three biggest Surprises all
memory. Sean Parks, Greg Sundberg, Allen
play
in Division 1. Chad Putnam's Balls
McNamee, Mike Henry, and Scott Buccola,
Out,
Chad Czernick's Off The Wall, and
to name a few, are probably among the top
Ryan
Blakeman's Gas House Gang, have
10 players in the league. But something is

IM distinctions:
best of March 14-20
MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Game: Yahweh vs. Mauling Vikings
Team: Mauling Vikings
Player: Steve Brown

Well this past week marked the end of
the three-week tennis league in intramurals.
This coming week will start the playoffs
which should see some quality tennis.
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
In the men's A-1 league, only one match
Match: Disorder on the Court vs. 4
was played. Francois Carriere cmshed
4XXL's
Harish Praba 6-2,6-3, and movedinto first
Team: Disorder on the Court
place in his division.
Player: Mike Battin
The men's A-2 league also had only one
match; between Paul Sumagaysay and
MEN'S TENNIS
Victor Dence. Sumagaysay superbly de
Match: Laurent Lesaigle vs. Luis
feated Dence in three sets of a great match,
Lara
ending in a score of 6-7,7-5,6-0. This win
Player: Francois Carriere
moves Sumagaysay to the top spot in his
division.
WOMEN'S TENNIS
In men's A-3 league, two matches which
Match: Farren Last vs. Emily Faust
were not quite as exciting, were played.
Player Michelle Fallon
Brent Daily faced Bill Brennan and
Brennan managed to crush Daily in only
5x5 (A) BASKETBALL
two sets, winning 6-3, 6-2. The second
Game: Who's Here vs. Phi Kap A
match was a basic blow-out, inwhichBrian
Team: Nice Huh?
Jacobsen slaughtered Paul Niebisch 6-0,
Player: Cary Duckworth
6-0. Jacobsen will take the no. 1 seed into
the playoffs.
5x5 (B) BASKETBALL
Only one match was played in the mens
Game: Unknowns vs. Ballsweat
A-4 league as well. Norm Choi defeated
Team: Red Roosters III
Gilberto Rosas in two sets, by a score of 6Player: Jason Carroll
3, 7-5. Choi is now in second place as he
moves into the playoffs.
5x5 (F/S) BASKETBALL
The men's A-5 league will only advance
Game: Sports Center vs. Taking It
two playersto the playoffs. Laurent Lesaigle
To The Hoop
managed to stay on top against Luis Lara,
Team: Sports Center
beating him after two close sets, ending 7Player: Mitch Malachowski
6, 6-3. Lesaigle advanced to first place
ahead of second place Lara.
The men's B-l league ended the season
with two big blow out matches. J.R.
Rodriguez slaughtered Christopher Sy ran,
6-0, 6-1. The second blow out was from
Bonick Koo, who cmshed Alejandro Lara
6-0,6-0. Koo heads into the playoffs as the
It was another long grueling volleyball
no. 1 seed.
match for the shirts between 4 XXL's and
In the women's league, two matches Disorder on the Court. Disorder on the
were played. These matches were anything Court got off to a slow start as 4 XXL's got
but exciting, however. Emily Faust was up to an 8-0 lead. Then Disorder on the
pounded by Farren Last 6-1, 6-3. Farren Court came back and tied the score at 12will go into the playoffs tied at no.l with 12, but 4 XXL's pulled out the game 16-14.
Kelly Kreisle. Intheothermatch,Michele
In the next game, 4 XXL's got off to
Fallon trampled on Kristen Ward, beating another good start. However, Disorder on
her 6-1, 6-2.
the Court again came back and tied it up at
Playoffs start Monday the 21st and con 6-6. The game went back and forth until
tinue until we can give away those t-shirts! Disorder on the Court broke away and won
15-10.
Best of luck to all the players.
The match came down to the final game.
Paul Buss for 4 XXL's and Mike Battin for
Disorder on the Court went kill for kill..
Battin finished with 16 and Buss had 15.
surprised everyone and may have theability Disorder on the Court just had more in the
final games and won the shirts 14-16,15to do some harm come April.
Without a doubt the league's two biggest 10,15-9.
disappointments have been Dan O'Dea's I
Hate Zingg Too, and Mo Chavez's The
Beans Are Back. What these teams need is
simple: HITTING! I Hate Zingg is carried
by Kip Perry and Daniel Boone while the
Beans have Jim Curtis and nothing else.
The team's captains, O'Dea and Chavez
need to help their cause and get a hit every
once in awhile, thereby giving their team a
chance to win.
Sigma Pi B, Sons of Steve Garvey,
Indoor Soccer
Sigma Chi, the Delts, Phi Kaps, and Sport:
Saturdays
Playing
Days:
Rhythm Method all have select individu
April 9
als who are worthy of mention, but my Play Begins:
Entries
Due:
April 7
fingers hurt from typing. But one thing
Info.
Meeting:
Wed. Apr. 6. 5 p.m.
must be mentioned- they sure are fun to
Men's, Women's
Divisions:
watch play.

Disorder on the
volleyball court

IM spotlight:
indoor soccer

IT! HIVII if) lT7^

Recycle the Vt$tA

Hockey's cream rises to tlie top
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Wellness corner

One word for the fourth week of IM "Chillin'"BrianHiliini. Phi Kappa Theta
hock^: Intense Many teams were on the went down by one after "Rosary Bead"
bubble for the piayeflk, but after last week's Kevin Meadscored in foe second, and stayed
games, things were clarified a bit,
I down in foe third as Mead and Harder
Sigma Chi was one of those teams ply played Inspired hockey, It was if they were
Gary Becker
leg or back injuries this can be a great way
ing for a spot, but first they had to get by Lex seeking revenge for their buddies who lost
IM/Rec Director
to
get exercise.
Talonls, It wasn't that difficult, folks, to Seth Longenecker in MTV's Blind Date,
Justin Zacoks pulled a "Todd Eraser" by Anyway, foe twosome added one mere goal
2. Buy the right athletic shoe - Hold
finding the hole twice, to give Sigma Chi a each to make foe score 4-1, Not My Laun
Nutrition
Tips
the
from and back of the shoe and bend it.
two-goal lead Lei Talonls did respond dry, The key was Not My Laundry's
1
Buy
cheap
Nutritious
foods
rich
in
The
sole should ben where the foot bendswith a goal by Rob' 'The Moid'' Cleyd, but constant switching of the goalie and the
vitamins,
minerals
are
often
low
in
cost,
attheball,
lfyour foot rolls outward when
JJ, Little answered with a goal In the third return of Greg "Supershid" Sundberg to
of
these
foods
are
potatoes,
bananas,
Some
you
run,
get
a shoe with a strong heel
for Sigma Chi, With time running out and foe line-up, Final seore4-l. Not My Laun
a two goal deficit, Lei Talonls scored, then dry, They then went en to win another carrots, rice, whole wheat flour, and dried counter, a substantial soft-midsole, curved
last and a relatively flexible sole, lfyour
after being coaxed on by the crowd, showed game thanks to Big Head Todd and the beans,
2 Be a semi-vegetarian. A seml-veg- foot tends to roll Inward, get a shoe with,
some cahonls, and pulled their goalie The Monsters, asthey beat Sigma Chi by foffeit,
etarian is someone who supplements a
extra attacker was of no use because time
The final game featured the two steady diet of vegetables, grains, iepmes, good arch support, straight last and a less
flexible sole along the Inside.
ran out, giving Sigma Chi the victory and undefeated A-leape teams, the modest
fruit
and
dairy
products
with
occasional
3. Pick the right sports drink - Water
keeping their playoff chances alive,
Yahweh vs, America's team, the Mauling
As 1 said last week, there was an ongoing Vikings, Words cannot explain the action moderate servings of beef, poultry and is the best drink for exercises lasting
fish, The health benefits of such a diet under 2 hours. In hot weather drink 16Investigation en the Playing for Stevle In this game. This was probably the best
include lower risk for heart disease, can 20 ounces of fluid two hours before exer
team, The investigation concluded that we game in 1M hockey history Yahweh was
cer.
diabetes, lowerbloodcholesterol, lower cising and another 8 ounces 15 to 30
still don't know who Stevle is, but that they led by Steve' 'The Messiah'' Brown who hit
blood
pressure levels, maintenance of minutes before exercising, While exer
were illegal and so they forfeited all previ his first of three goals early In the first
proper
weigh! and fewer digestive prob cising, drink 3-7 ounces every 10 to 20
ous games, Playing for Stevle did play last period, This was a big goal because it was
lems.
minutes. Coolerdrinks 20-30degrees are
week but lost (obviously, because they did the first time Mauling Vikings had been
3, Know which fots you are eating - absorbed much faster tan warmer drinks,
not have that illegalplayer) tostiil undefeated down all season: Actually, It was the first
Jus Prima Nox, 4-3, Richard "Action" time they had been scored on, Brown's Saturated fat found in beef, luncheon After exercise drink one pint of fluid for
Jackson only scored twice, but both came In three goals were answered by Mauling Vi meats, whole milk dairy products, butter each pound lost,
the third when Jus Prima No* needed It, kings Jerry Benedlktsson. Karl Bergman and coconut/palm oil all can elevate blood
Stress Management
Poor John Bobbit, first he gets his (keeping foe Bergman's streak alive), and cholesterol levels, Saturated fots can be
1.
Relax under pressure - When you
"thing" cut off, then he gets mocked by low what's this, Mauling Viking's third line lurking in packaged potato mixes, pack feel you are under pressure take a few
aged rice dishes, stuffing mixes, fro/en minutes to inhale slowly- think about
class people like the group of guys that form scored? That's right, off a pais form' 'The
vegetables
In sauces, retried beans, crack each musclegroup (foce, neck, shoulders,
John Bobblt's Stick, Unfortunately John Duck" Mark Seelfo, Brad "I'm strictly a
ers,
microwave
popcorn, granola\eereat arms etc.) As you Inhale, relax muscles
Bobblt's Stick lost again, this time to the scorer" Gerttula hit a one-timer past Oreand
toaster
pastries.
1st Raf Brewers, Craig, Mike, and Gary "O'Dea" Flrko. The tie was short lived,
that are tense. Use imagery to help your
4, Polyunsaturated fots found In fish, self relax Stop what you are doing and
otherwise known as Run C.M,C,, each however, as Yahweh took It to Mauling
nuts and vegetable oils do not have adverse Imagine a beautlftil scene Spend a few
scored, but a shut-out was denied for the Vikings again with a goal byRobbie Seward,
effects
and may- actually lower cholesterol minutes seeing, hearing, and smelling
"Flop", as Ben "ttur" Miller scored for Down by one, Mauling Vikings tried furi
evels,
These are still fats and should not the images In your Imagined scene.
John Bobblt's Stick late in the third period ously to score in foe third but Yahweh was
be
added
to your diet if you are trying to
making the final score 3-1,1st ttaf
2. Accentuate the Positive - There Is
game Yeah, but Mauling Vikings Is not
maintain
a
lean body mass Saturated fat evidence that people who are hostile,
The final game of Wednesday night as America's team for aothlng, They kept
always featured the A-league, tins time the battling and with 2:13 left "The Burner" should account for no more than a third of cynical or distrustful are at Increased risk
Hosers vs, Little Men With Big Sticks for ChrisBernhofftleditup, After a penalty on your total fet intake,
coronary artery blockages, Try to see the
Fitness Tips
the final spot for the A-leape playoffs, This Mauling Vikings, Yahweh took a man
positive side of things. Make time to
1, Water workouts can be fou and pursue activities you efooy. It Is more
game was a battle, The first period saw 11 advantage and what would seem a great
shots but no goals In feet, the game re game-winning pal opportunity, but Maul beneficial, Besides swimming, there Is important to add positive experiences to
mained scoreless until the twenty-first ing Vikings' Dave' 'Bail and Chain'' Ingel deep water running and many types of your life than trying to remove negative
minute of the game when Pat "Survey made acouple of miraculoussaves on Seward water exercises/aerobics, For people with ones,
Says'' Dawson scored for Little Men With and the rest of Yahweh, The game was In
Big Sticks, Little Men With Big Sticks its final 40 seconds when a fitee off In
started trash talking, This only helped Mauling Vlkings'end was tipped past
Hosers, because with less than one minute Yahweh's defonse by Noah "1 strletiy play
left In the second, Denis-Martin Monty, defonse" Stanley, He then fan It down In
known as "The Python" scored not one, but time for a break-away on Flrko and pet foe
MEN'S A-LEAGUE
two goals to give Hosers the lead going Info ball in the bottom right corner, giving
Comment
Odds
the third, Little Men With Big Sticks had Mauling Vikings a short-handed goat and Name
4-3
five shots on goal but could net get by the its first lead! With 33 seconds left, Mauling Brian Jacobsen
Belongs on intercollegiate team
2-1
defonse of Michel "The Prof' Beudnis, Vikings controlled the ball and ran out the Bryan Davis
Has won It before
Franc >is Carrlere
3-2
Art "I'm Open, Pan It!'' Sloane and goalie dock,
Newcomer has Impressed
Laurent
Leiaigle
3-1
John' 'The Dog'' Thompson, Hosers held
Late
addition had looked good
Gulls Winners: This week's win6-1
en for the 2*1 victory and a probable spot In ners of two tickets each to foe April 9 San Paul Sumagaysay
A cut below the best
Harlsh Praba
io-l
the playoffe,
Only beaten once
Diego Gulls' game against Peoria were
12-1
Thursday started with a goal battle be Steve Brown of Yahweh and Not My Steve Stanlnger
He's still got it
13-1
tween Not My Laundry and Phi Kappa Laundry's Kevin Mead, Ifyoudldnetwin, Juan Murueta
Gave Stanlnger a battle
20-1
Theta, Doug "TtyALtttle" Harder started tickets for this game are on sale for $3 at the Norm Choi
Better with a camera
Jon Sipes
23-1
the scoring for Not My Laundry, but was Sports Center.
Could reach second round
Bill Brennan
23-1
quickly answered by Phi Kappa Theta's
Only loss to Jacobsen
Luis Lara
30-1
Has tough draw
Victor Deuce
30-1
If he wins the opener.,,
Paul Nlebisch
30-1
Did win once
Gilberto Rosas
73-1
Likely 6-0, 6-0 victim
Brent Dally
99-1
Hasn't won yet

Healthy Lifestyle Tips

Tennis playoff preview:
the latest line as of March 21

Recreation
update

Gulls' hockey tickets are here.
The IM/Ree, departments USD Night at
the Ouils' Hockey game is almost here,
Comejolnusfbragreattlme, We have emown section at the Sports Arena for Satur
day night, April 9, You can purchase your
tickets at foe UC ticket booth or foe IM/Ree,
Office at the Sports Center. Tickets cost $3
each,
Swim Classes
Next week is your last chance to sign up
for our April swim classes, We are offering
two four-week classes, The first Is a swim
ming skills class (for all levels), the second
Is a swim conditioning class, The cost Is
only $43,00, Call the 1M/Rec, office, 2604333, for days and times

Subway IM game
of the week

Date: Tuesday, March 29
Time: 8 p,m,
Sport: 3x3 Basketball
Match-up: Team Polumbo vs, Cadence of
Silk
Is Team Polumbo for real? Does Ca
dence of Silk belong In the A-league? These
and other questions will be answered as
these two b-league basketball teams battle
for the sandwich from the Subway on Morena
Boulevard,
Last week's match-up between Gas
House Gang and Off the Wall was rained
out, These softball teams will meet for the
food on April 10 at 11 a m,

Name
Bonnick Koo
J,R, Rodriguez
Carieton Britt
Neil Lugo
Christopher Syran
Chris Denny
Alejandro Lara

MEN'S B-LEAGUE
Odds
6-5
8-3
3-1
6-1
8-1
12-1
20-1

Comment
Two wins from the title
The main competition
Yet to be tested
Could division be this week?
Possible semifinallst
Could gain at least one victory
Likely already eliminated

Name
Farren Last
Kelly Krelsle
Emily Faust
Julie Watters
Michelle Fallen
Krlsien Ward

WOMEN'S LEAGUE
Odd!
Even
2-1
7-2
3-1
13-1
30-1

Comment
Has lost only four games
Yet to lose a set
No match for Last
Should reach semis
Best of "B" players
Simply overmatched

Eooyeie the VISTA
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Pizza Hut
Athletes of the week

Mike Saipe (basebal)
pitched a six-hitter with
eight strikeouts,
Pete Halmo* eute through the Loyola defense in his last game tor USD.
|
HUtiiY

wmnmiftmpa§e 16

the try giving USB a S-0 halfume
lead-. This lead was inertased to !-0 after a Seeft tee penally kiek
early in the seeend half-. LMUthen
began toptttonsorntpfessure, mak
ing a penalty iaek and then seoring
atfyoffarotongfuek, They tied the
seore M with ffl minutes to pin
|ha ftamfl
Uiv gtnlic".

USB eameeutduieken theensu
ing kiekoff, winning the hall and
spinning it out to the wing-. Kevin
"springbok" Barren wed a ktek that
was hinged fight feaek into his
hands, Barrett minted bO-meters
in tot die ay that pet USB up for
good, Although tMU threatened
to seore late in toe game, a tough
defenseandanother penahykiekby
Bee allowed USB to hold on and
win, 18-4.
"Last ym the thrill of winning a
wjktt A tAam
ajiWi
tiiui'ilTiV^raiuK Wua u "Va"*I OVWI XniU
a program milestone," head eoaeh
LpVettmsaid,"This yem toe feel-

ings seem shared wito individuals-.
For example, Mike Henry is a superfe athlete who gives more than a
eoaeh eould ask for, This was his
first ehampionship sinee Fop
Warner football, Aaron Pingel fi
nally bought the T-shirt, mid Cliff
Miller just beeause he's Cliff,"
lust as the festivities began, the
USB lulls fseeond team) took the
Beljiii^nstlMUH, Fortheiulls,
winning this pane would mean an
undefeated season as well, USB
played a physieal game that was
higttoghtedhyaTimAntengiovmini
seore in toe first half, LMU B
played tough, however, mid man
aged to seore two eys in toe game,
but in his last game for USB, Joj©
Tahapmy rumbled in to putthelulls
on top for good, Matt Bripp made
toe eonversion as toe Bulls main
tained an undefeated season (S--0--1)
and beat LMU B11-10,
Those graduating in May for USB
me Mike Murphy, Seott Curtner,
PetoHahnos,Seo«tLee,Cliff Milter,
Ban Marrueia,l^ioTahspary,Mike
Henry and Ard Mapusson, All
have eontributed to toe program 's
sueeess and will be missed.

USB will most likely move up in
division next year with an opportu
nity toplay forthe national ehampi
onship,
"With seven out of eight starters
returning in the paek and athletes
with ineredible promise who
showed mi undefeated lulls sea
son," Vettersaid,"1rather like think
ing about next year,"

Julie MeKeon (tennis)
defeated the 7th«ranked
player in the nation.

Honorable Mention

•

Kevinlarrett (rugby), Debbie Smith (seftball), Steve
Aihten (baseball), lobby Hrdina (tennis), Jerramy
Mainline (golf)

:fp

UNFORTUNATELY TfflS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

BASEBALL
continued from page 16
The doubleheader that was scheduled for
Saturday was rained out and was instead
played on Sunday. The Toreros rallied for
three runs in the ninth inning to back the
complete-game pitching of ace Mike Saipe,
who improved his record to 6-1. Saipe posted
his third complete game of the season, only
giving up six hits whileposting eight strikeouts
and no walks.
"Mike was awesome this weekend. No
matter what pitch he threw, they weren't
going to get a hit," Slaniasaid.
Pepperdine took a 1-0 lead in the third
inning. Larry Williams led off the ninth in
ning with a single, and headvanced to second
on a sacrifice by Dave Romero. Eric Morton
followed with a base hit to move Williams to
third. Josh Stepner's sacrifice fly sewed Wil
liams. Steve Ashton got a two-run double to
ice the victory.
In the second game of the doubleheader,
Pepperdine scored seven runs in the first
three innings. Ashton picked up his second
homer of the season in the second inning.
Williams hit his fifth home run to lead the
Toreros.
This past Tuesday, the Toreros hosted Cal
State-Los Angeles. USD won 2-1 in 10 in
nings. Mike Freehill picked up his second
victory of the season. Morton and Williams
had two hits a each. Romero picked up the
game-winning RBI on a bases-loaded, 10thinning walk.
The USD baseball team travels to Loyola
Marymount this upcoming weekend. The
Toreros will then host San Francisco State on
Tuesday and Wednesday.

MONDAY

8P M TO 11P M

*7°° GUI NESS STOUT
60oz PITCHERS
TUESDAY

8P M TO 11P M

*C*°MICROBREW
* 60oz PITCHERS

S I E R R A N E V A D A ALE. PETE'S
W I C K E D ALE & S A M U E L A D A M S

WEDNESDAY

LOCAL NIGHT" 8 T O 11
BRING YOUR OWN
Music OR VIDEO
(SURF/SKATEBOARD/SNOWBOARDING)

^

$55 ° 6 0 O Z P I T C H E R S

(MOOSEHEAD,
FOSTERS, M O L S O N ,
BECKS D A R K )

THURSDAY

"KEG PARTY'
8 P M T O 11 P M
<*ooFIRST DRAFT &
> 50t AFTER T H A T
( 1 6 Q Z N A T U R A L LIGHT)

FRIDAY

8 P M T O 11 P M

$1 WELLS, 16oz DOM. DRAFT
* 1 5 0 LONG ISLAND ICED TEA
NOW OPEN NOON TO MIDNIGHT
f^384«UM0N&W«,*IWI0k&WCRCAQ2109
*6(6l9iAfi823$0

Softball
takes four
out of
seven
Things did not go so well as
USD traveled across town to take
Sports Co-Editor
onSDSU. USD lost both games in
the doubleheader, 9-1,7-1, despite
Debbie Smith going 3-5 in the two
games.
Friday's victory against Loyola
The USD Softball team, battling Marymount proved to be bitter
injuries, darkness and small num sweet as USD defeated LMU, 12bers, won four out of seven this "3, but lost two-time team MVP
past week. The Toreros swept two Aimee Reinard to a shoulder in
from the Coast Guard Academy, jury. Reinard isexpected to be out
dropped two to San Diego State, two to four weeks, and will be
beat Loyola Marymount and then missed as USD, already lacking
split two games with Oregon State depth, can hardly afford to lose
University. The team looks ahead any player. The Toreros rallied
to hosting Azuza Pacific in a around their fallen leader and stung
doubleheader on Friday at 3:00 p.m. LMU pitching with 17 hits. Trisha
and playing in a twin bill at Loyola Smith paced the USD attack, go
Marymount on Tuesday, March 29 ing 3-5 with two RBI. Debbie
at 2:30 p.m.
Smith also contributed two hits,
Tuesday's opening game against including a home run. USD and
the Coast Guard Academy featured LMU started a second game, but it
some hot Toreros bats. USD tri was suspended due to darkness
umphed, 15-3. behind several after three and a half innings, with
strong individual performances. LMU ahead 4-1. Thegamewillbe
Leading the attack was Aimee resumed prior to a double header
Reinard, who went 2-3 with two scheduled at LMU, March 29.
triples and two RBI. Jennifer Milo
On Tuesday, March 22, USD
contributed three hits and two RBI, hosted Oregon State University in
and Gretchen Lees knocked in three another doubleheader. The
runs. Reinard also picked up the Toreros were edged 1-0 in the
win in the first game.
opener despite the strong defense
In game two against the CGA, of Melissa Reinard. Andrea
USD continued its strong hitting in Marino, the staff s ace, dropped to
their 8-4 victory. Milo was the 7-4. USD came from behind in the
winning pitcher and contributed nightcap to win 2-1. Marino picked
two hits whileMelissa Reinard went up the win and Trisha Smith and
2-3 at the plate.
Jennifer Milo each had two hits.

Mike Tang he

If you would like to in
clude your event inthis box,
send typed information to:
USD VISTA; do Sports
Editor; 5998 Alcala Park;
San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to in
clude time,date, place, pur
pose, the event title and
some background of the
event. All submissions are
due two weeks prior to pub
lication. The USD VISTA
reserves the right to deny
servicing of press releases.

Men's Tennis
The men's tennis
teamlooks to turn things
around after suffering three
tough losses last week in
theBlue-Gray Tournament
in Montgomery, Ala. The
Toreros lost to Texas (07), Alabama-Birmingham
(1-6) and North Carolina
(2-5). Freshman Bobby
Hrdina (no.2 singles) had
USD's only victory against
UAB while sophomore
Robert Favliska (no.3
singles) and junior J.J.
Shobar (no.5 singles)
notched wins against North
Carolina. USD, with an 810 record, has three home
matches this week, begin
ning with Utah today, at
1:30 p.m. On Saturday,
March 24, USD hosts
UNLV and then takes cm

Harvard on Sunday.
Both matches start at 12
Noon.
Men's Golf
USD golf participated
in the George Buzzini/
StanislausToumamenton
March 21-22. After the
first two rounds, the
Toreros were in ninth
place out of 18 teams with
a total of 632. Sopho
more Jerramy Hainline is
USD's low-man after
turning in a 154 (77-77).

Men's and Women's
Crew
The USD men's and
women's varsity/novice
crew teams will start
their seasonsaoff against
Loyola Marymount in
dual competition this
Saturday, March 26.
The race starts at 8 a.m.
at the Ballona Creek
Course in Marina Del
Rey. The event marks
the first competition for
the Toreros since the San
Diego Fall Rowing Clas
sic held last Nov. 20.
Highlighting die USDLMU dual will be men's
and women's varsity
four races. The two
schools will also com
pete in novice men's and
women's varsity eights.

The Shah
The Shab Watch has been put on
indefinite hold as USD rugger Pat Ioele
hangs up his boots until next season.
THE VISTA congratulates the Shab on
a fine year and looks for "bad things" to
come from him next year!

SPORTS #
Ruggers repeat
Results • Schedules • Commentary • Analysis

Jeff Charles
Sports Co-Editor

1994 Southern California Collegiate champions- USD Rugby

From left to right: (top) Aaron Pingel, Mike Bernards, Ryan Pietranton, Mike
Murphy, Dave Buether, Jeff Charles, Brad Rossin, Derek Brown (bottom) Pete
Muzzy, Martin Small, DanMarrucia, Pete Halmos (captain), Cliff Miller, Lucas
Haan, Scott Lee, Mike Henry, Kevin Barrett

USD's rugby team finished the season undefeated and can
call themselves Southern California Collegiate champions
for the second year in a row. Over 200 people showed up for
the championship game on Sunday, which featured some of
the best collegiate rugby in America. USD (5-0-1) defeated
LMU, 18-8, and staked its claim as no.1 in southern Califor
nia.
"Winning two times in a row is a mark of a truly great
team," senior fullback Cliff Miller said. "It says a lot about the
character of the team and the direction in which the program
continues to develop."
After graduating several forwards and an Ail-American
last year, USD knew it would not be easy to repeat as champs.
Excellent coaching, team leadership and young talent pro
pelled USD to a successful year that consisted of winning the
Las Vegas tournament, reaching thesemifinals of theOMBAC
tournament and winning the Southern California Collegiate
championship.
USD was able to dominate most facets of the game on
Sunday. An impenetrable defense and wise decisions by
captain Pete Halmos allowed USD to try many different
offensive attacks. "The level of intensity in the game was
manifested in our defense," Miller said. LMU was not able
to capitalize on USD mistakes due to this defensive pressure.
Lucas Haan was the first to score for USD after three
phases inside LMU's own 22-meter. Haan ran five meters for

see RUGBY on page 14

Women's tennis team
wins own tournament
Mike Tang he
Sports Co-Editor

Julie McKeon upset the no.7 player in
the nation this past weekend

The USD women's tennis team, currently ranked 15th in
the nation, continued its winning ways this past weekend.
The Toreros hosted and won their USD Women's Tennis
Classic.
On Saturday the Toreros shut down Fresno State (6-0).
This set up Sunday's championship match against UNLV.
UNLV featured the no.7 ranked player in the nation, Marianne
Vallin, at no.l singles. Vallin's higher ranking proved not
tobe a problem for USD senior Julie McKeon (37th nation
ally), as she defeated Vallin 6-2,6-3. McKeon's victory
inspired USD, as the Toreros went on to defeat UNLV 5-1.
Other Toreros posting victories were senior Laura Richards
(6-1,7-5); sophomore Kristine Smith (4-6,6-4,6-4); and fresh
men Yvonne Doyle (6-4,6-3) and Julie Baird (6-3,6-0).
Richards, when asked about the team's feelings after the
victory, expressed confidence in her teammates, "We have
the attitude we can win versus top teams. We are not
intimidated."
In the mostrecent International Tennis Association rankings,
McKeon is 37th, Smith is65th and Richards is 82nd. McKeon
and Richards, semifinalists in the 1992 NCAA Doubles
Championships, are currently ranked ninth in doubles with a
record of 7-3. Smith's record, including the Fall results, is 206 overall in singles with an 11-match winning streak.
The Toreros finish out the month of March with three home
matches. They facethe University of Utah on the 25th at 1:00
p.m., Brigham Young University on the 26th at 10:00 a.m.
and Harvard University at 1:30 p.m. on March 30th.

Saipe strikes
out 11 Waves

\

Matt Simons
Staff Writer
The USD baseball team took one out of three games
from Pepperdine this past weekend and beatCal State-Los
Angeles 2-1 on Tuesday. The Toreros' record now stands
at 13-12 overall and 4-5 in WCC action. USD is now 5-10
this season in games decided by two runs or less. The
Toreros beat the Waves 3-1 and lost 5-6 and 3-8.
Behind the strong pitching of junior Mike Saipe, the
Toreros hung tough with the 1992 College World Series
Champions, Pepperdine. The Waves are winners of four in
a row and are now 13-10 overall and 4-3 in league.
Pepperdine has won nine of their last 12 baH games,
including seven straight at home.
On Friday, March 18, the Toreros played the first of a
three-game series against Pepperdine. Junior Travis B urgus
took the mound looking to pick up his fourth victory of the
season. However, once again, USD failed to hold an early
game lead.
The Toreros scored four runs in the first inning and took
a 5-0 lead in the fourth when Jacob Slania stroked a solo
home run. This homer was Slania's first of the season.
Pepperdine tied the game at 5-5 with a four-run outburst
in the seventh inning. Pat James came in to relieve Burgus
and try to salvage the game. After a throwing error and a
walk, the Waves got an RBI single in the eighth to clutch
the victory.
see BASEBALL on page 15
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOR
tfyoucfidntsignup for AnnyROTC
asa freshman or sophomore,you can
still catch up to your classmates by
attending Camp Challenge, a paid
six-week summer course in leader
ship training. By the time you've
graduated horn college, you'll have
the credentials of an Army officer.
YouTl also have the discipline and
self-confidence it takes to succeed
in college and beyond.
Find out more. Contact Captain
Costagliola, SDSU, 594-4943.

ARMYRQTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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Waltzing with Death
The Baltimore Waltz
The Fritz Theater
Thursdays through Saturdays
Runs through April 10
8 p.m.
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Elena Hartwell
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For some people, humor, life and death
may seem a very odd combination — but
not for Obie Award-winning playwright
Paula Vogel. "Baltimore Waltz", which
opened Friday night at the Fritz Theatre
downtown.does just that. In 1988, Vogel's
brother Carl died of pneumonia at Johns Hot on 'Baltimore': Ron Choularton, Duane
Hopkins Hospital as a result of AIDS. Daniels, and Claudia Orenstein (laying down)
"Baltimore Waltz" is the trip to Europe
that Vogel never got to take with her brother, except exits," he said. Apparently it would be very easy to
now in the imaginary world of the stage.
walk off the wrong side of the set and miss the entrance
The two main characters in the play are a sister, for his next character. The character changes are very
Anna, played by Claudia Orenstein, and a brother, quick, sometimes walking off stage in one coat and
Carl, played by Duane Daniels. After finding out accent and entering again immediately wearing a new
that Carl has been diagnosed with AIDS, Anna's hat, using a new voice. Choularton says the American
imagination spins out a ludicrous, madcap dash accent was the hardest.
across Europe in hopes of finding a cure with a
Choularton found the crazier characters the most fun
play. One, a radical German student, he enjoyed
doctor in Vienna. In her fantasy, however, it
cause
he "got to act like a dick." Dr. Tolaroff, the
Carl who is sick but herself. She invents a dis
crazy
Viennese
character, wasa real challange because
"ATD" (acquiredtoilet disease) which strikes single
school teachers. ATD has much of the stigma one of his hands is supposed to have a mind of it's own.
attached to real-life AIDS patients, poking fun at So what does Choularton want audience members to
get out of all this madness and maiyhem, which ulti
society's inablity to deal with AIDS.
As Anna's fantasy opens up, she and her brother mately is discussing the seriousness of death? "Take
meet an amazing assortment of people, 11 total, in opprtunities in life while you have the chance."
This is a very versatile. Daniels is the artistic director
their trip across the continent. Sound confusing? It
certainly must be for Manchester-born Ron of the Fritz Theater. Orenstein has a Ph.D. in directing
Choularton who plays all 11 characters, each with and criticism from Stanford University and teaches at
UCSD. She can also be seen as Miss Killjoy in "Ren
a different accent.
Playing so may different characters created some egade Sluts On Bikes," which has been appearing at the
interesting problems for the British actor. "The Lyceum Underground. Choularton is the publisher of
hardest part was remembering my entrances and The Union Jack, San Diego's only British newspaper.

Gripe Box

today and runs though April17,
call 235-8466.
The Supporting Cast" Acomedy concerning the "liltle"
people behind those who get the
glory. Opening night festivities
includca light supper aid cham
pagne. Coronado Community
Theatre, 8 p.m., S20/512, call
435-4856.

SATURDAY, March 26

THURSDAY, March 24

Celebration of the culture of
Pakistan: including an ait ex
hibit, entertainment and Paki
stani food. United States Inter
national University, call 6934674.

James: Montazuma Hall SDSU,
8 p.m., $15, call 278-T1XS.

SUNDAY, March 27

dents pay only $3 with ID at the
door. See event under March 23

9th Annual Carlsbad 5000:
This 5K run and walk is San

"Dirt".Presented by Old Globe
Artistic Director Jack O' Brien
and producer Bruce Gooch, Old
Globe Theatre, March 24-May 1,
low cost preview performances
begin march 19, call 231-1941.

finishers ineach race. Village of
Carlsbad, register at 6:30 a.m.,
$22$l9advance, call450-6510.

compiled by Chris Woo

Charlie Musselwhite Record
release party: Belly Up, 8:30
p.m.,S9, call 481-8140.

FRIDAY, March 25

LEGEND

Recycle!

TUESDAY, March 29
The New English Major: All
majors and prospective majors
are invited toan informal meet
ing with English Department
Faculty. Leant about the new
expanded course offerings and
requirements.

WEDNESDAY, March 30
"Guerria Girls Talk Back—A
Retrospective: 1985-1990":
This louring exhibitton includes UB40 w/US3: San DiSgo Sporpf
39 framed posters and 12 ban Arena, 7:30 p.m., 525/S20 re]
ners, and a catalogue. The instal served, call 278-T1XS.
lation will fill Sushi's informal
gallery space. A reception will Romantics w/Reejers: Belly
be held from 7-10 p.m. Sushi Up, 8:30 p.m., 515, call 48U
performance & visual art, starts 8140.

To Whom it may concern,
What does USD do about recy
cling?
- William Lockwood
• l{ 3 •:
sjg
Senior, Business Administration:
i
••
: •
•
Dear Mr. Lockwood,
As the awareness of our
natioh'senvironmental problems
increases, so does the University
of San DiegO. The Feb. 10 issue
of the VISTA showed just how
serious the University is about
recycling by printinga letter from
President Hughes stating his re
quest that the USD community
increase the awareness of recy
cling on our campus. Another
example of effort being made by
the University was shown last
Tuesday at the ASStudent Issues
Board. Lou Magana, manager of
General Services for Physical
Plant,spoke to the board about
new and upcoming University
recycling policies.
Magana heads the University's
Recycling Committee and re
cently attended the Biocycle
Western Regional Conference in
San Diego and learned of many
ways to promote recycling on uni

If you would like 10 include
your event in this box,send typed
information to; USD VISTA, do
Outlook Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, the
event title and some background
on the event. All submissionsare
due two weeks prior to publica
tion. The USD VISTA reserves
the right to edit press releases
for clairity and space.

versity campuses. He has already
started to implement some of the
conference's information here at
USD. Examples include 11 multifamily bins on campus , the first
resident hall recycling program in
phase -B that is having great results
and the mixed paper recycling bins
in all the classrooms is also starting
to look into the possibility of stock
ing the Associated Students, the
Print Shop and the Bookstore with
strictly recycled paper products.
Despite the large effort by the
committee, it receives no funding
from the University. Money for the
programs comes from an end- ofthe- year auction of used furniture,
equipment and clothing. Lack of
funding makes it difficult to create
programs that will be effective and
highly publicized.
Since starting a campus- wide
recycling program in 1989, USD
has recycled 6,510.40 pounds of

aluminium, 60,268 poundsof
glass and 806,000 pounds of
mixed paper. SinceJanuary, 1992
through June 1993, USD not only
diverted over 200 tons of material
from our diminishing landfill
space, the University also has re
alized a savings in excess of
S5,000 in landfill space.
The Student Issues Board is
trying to enhance awareness of
recycling at USD. The bins in
every classroom will make a dif
ference if everyone participates
and does not put non-paper pre.'ucts in them. Recycling should
beeveryone's concern,s so please
support
the
Recycling
Committee's efforts and place
your recyclables in the nearest
collection site around campus (see
map).
Sincerely,
J.B. Little
: AS Senior Senator

Us 3
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It's the last song we wrote for the album. Lyrically, I don't think it's about anything
specific. I think it's [about something] very, very broad that everyone can relate to,
about fantasy and reality and the boundaries getting a little blurry.

Outlook • E

Musically, it's very Beatles, very "Daytripper." But, we tried to take a bit heavier
approach. It's kind of a relationship song, you know, what it's like to get dumped.
It indulges that bitter 'fuck you' element that I try not to indulge to much in my
real life. But, you know, that's what songs are for sometimes — to say that stuff.

Monolith" is a song we used mellotron on when we recorded it. The mellotron'san
instrument that the Beatles used on Sgt. Pepper's. It's kind of the original sampler,
but it's with all these tapes. It's really primitive and it breaks a lot, but it gets a sound
only a mellotron can get. We used timpani on that one, too. So, we kinda
experimented with production and it gave it a sort of uplifting Phil Spector kind of
ending.

I met Johnny Ramone for the first time just a couple of weeks ago, and I took a
moment to bow at him. I met Jackie Foxx from the original Runaways last night and
I totally did one of those "Wayne's World" things. I got on my knees and just started
bowing to her. If someone feels that way about me, I can relate to that feeling. It's
totally an honor.

L.°J h thin arosfi RO W
I think that song was inspired by the Teenage Fan Club, actually. We went on tour
with them in '92 and they had such a sincere, honest love of rock music and that
was why they were playing it. I think that inspired us. Sometimes people lose
sight of that. The song is just a pure approach to a pop song, musically and
mentally.

3GXT ANV SJ£Vep\CUONAL V
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Playing music all the time is the only life I've ever lived. Rock 'n roll to me is a
lot more than just four chords. It's very spiritual. It's more than just rebellion, but
it's rebellion too.

Roger Manning [of Jellyfish] co-wrote that song with Jeff and myself. He just
came to the studio one day and he had written a couple of songs that really
weren't working for Jellyfish. He thought they were very Redd Kross, very
Osmond-like. That one, me and Jeff found a way we could sing. Jeff and I read
the lyrics and sort of inspired by those people who are the great people of rock
'n roll that aren't necessarily acknowledged as much, like Brian Wilson and Syd
Barret.

Big Star wasn' t important to me growing up because I didn' t know about Big Star.
They were very underground. They were kind of this underground band who made
genius music as good as the Beatles but never really got appreciated in their time.
I discovered the first two Big Star albums about seven years ago and I played them
to death when I got them. Those first two albums are very sentimental for me. It
reminds me of being in love — the song "Thirteen" is just genius.

"Miss Lady Evans" was basically about the neighborhood Jeff and I grew up in,
Hawthorne, Calif., and what it was like in the mid-'70s being a pre-teen. It's
about all the seedy underbelly of the supposedly pristine middle-class white
picket fence. You know, like what's really going on underneath.

It's probably one of the top three Beatles albums for me. Revolver was definitely
where they were getting very experimental, using all different kind of production
ideas and really utilizing the studio in a way no rock band had used it before. It will
always be an important album in my life.

Once again, we were looking back to our childhood. Basically, it's not about a
TV show like people think. It's actually about a girl who was my best friend in
high school who used to do the craziest things when me and her would hang out.
She used to do things like call in a bomb threat to my P.E. class just to get me
out of class.

a£RS F£j\N£i 1V
We were on the Jay Leno Show. It was the first time we had ever been on national
television, and to go straight onto 'The Tonight Show", was a very psychedelic
experience. We're sort of integrating into the mainstream, but I think this band
could really flourish in that as long as we stay true to what we do.

My dad is very blue collar and worked in a welding shop. And although whatJeff and I do is exlremely different than
what he did, my dad had an extremely tough work ethic. Part of me used to feel what we were doing really wasn't
work. But now I realize, it's nota bad living. I'm in a band 24 hours a day. I travel in a car for hours and hours a day
and play a show. I don't work an eight-hour job and go home. I work a 24-hour job. It's really hard work. I'm proud
of the work we do and I don't think it's shallow.

— Joey Santos

Entertainment Editor
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The night glows furiously at 2 am. The
world has withdrawn into its circle of rou
tine. Students silently pass tonight by, pass
Life by, worrying about Biology tests and
Political Science mid terms.
i am getting ready to leave the Concrete,
ascending the staircase of Maher Hall With
a book in one hand, and my dreams in the
other. Thoughts run maniacally through my
head and something has settled uneasily
within the immensity of my mind.
i'm thinking of Death tonight Death in
all her glory, dancing seductively in the
starlight like Siva.
Death is an opiate some people use to
escape this realm. Death is a weapon some
people use to eliminate others from this
reality. In any case, Death doesnot manifest
herself in rings of flames and dancing on
babies like the Hindu god of rebirth.
When Death dances, it is solemn and very
private. She dances on the Red Seaand over
the West Bank in Israel. She caresses her
children
in
Efosnia-Herzegpvina,
and.seduces fading nonentities in damp
metropolitan alleys—crazy madmen look
ing for junk, fighting to survive — while
simultaneously muring love to the Subarbs
with her dangeroul music; the sweet strains
of alcohol, abuse; neglect and greed:
From the roof of Maher, the skyline, the
big beautiful lights of Downtown and Mis
sion Bay, look ethereal, i sit and open my
mind upto the cosmos, hoping to find some
inner peace. And with a tear, i fall into the
arms of the Abstract.
The sky has turned a hazy shade of brown
and the air begins to blister my throat. My
eyes open to a congregation of people —
foreigners—kneeling, bowing, chanting in
a different tongue. They all face Eastward,
heads down, breathing, being, connecting
with their God. i know i am in a holy place,
in a place of prayer, i close my eyes and try
to join in.
There is a noise in the back of the Temple,
i open up my eyelidsand rise to my feet. The
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Instant
men, women and children continue to pray
unknowingly. There is a man, an Israeli,
running to the middle of the Mosque. Confu
sion blinds the five senses, and even Allah
cannot help me perceive what will happen
next.
The bearded man, dressed in the yellow
military garb of the Israeli dogs that suppress
my kin, has a gun. There is a gun! i turn to
scream, butno sound will escape mythin lips.
Nothing to do but turn and try to suppress the
madman's fury.
There are rounds of ammunition firedfrom
his weapon, i see the the first man die at my
feet. Seven bullets shatter his skull, arui the
eyi$, the eyes that cried when his firstson was
boillie blown to pink ectoplasm and nerve

Next, a child is hit in his
back, i hear him wail,
scream in agony. Without:
looking, j know the boy
will neverwalk again. Frus
tration clouds my visk>h
and i am frightened and
scared and i scream to Al
lah for help, i scream for
helpasthe bullet enters my

does not even know me. All he sees is my
beliefs, and uses his body to destroy mine in
the name of his God.
"Go to Hell," i shriek. His pulls his pants
up, removes the gun from his holster and
performs another ethnic cleansing—
i turn to face the Abstract, i begin the
journey up Mt. Sinai in search of answers, in
search of Truth. Instead, i found Them.
Jesus sat on the mountain, legs in the lotus
position, chanting David's hymns.
Mohammed Wasreading St. Thomas Aquinas,
as John Lennon strummed on his acoustic
guitar.
The smell was coming from John. He turned
and looked in my eyes.
"You want some,friend?" John offered me

'you see me everyday, But know not who i am. i Civ
in shadows 6uiCt 6y ignorance and fear, i am lowly
i am nothing yet everything, i wander through
halts trying to
find meaning in
the meaningless,
i am an anomaly

i can see the Serbs com
fltuf ffn nn+ -fi+ in
ing through the door and
know what they want from
me. i haven't had anything to eat in five days what he was smoking, i refused.
and ican'teven remember what it's like to be
"Suit yourself, man. You know, that was
clean. And my sisters are dead, my mother Paul's problem, man. He never understood.
silently dies in the corner of the cell, naked, He never got it. It was never about love, or
barely breathing, and i can see his silhouette Lucy, or being the Walrus. It was always
in the doorway.
about this... this existence. Sitting here with
His breath is heavy today and he starts the greatones, man, becoming words flowing
insulting me, my race. He condemns me. He through a paper cup. Instant Karma, man,

Life in Death." John continued to play the
guitar.
"You mustn't speak too much. You sound
like a fool," Mohammed raised his voice
only slightly. "Your words are brilliant, but
your mouth is big. Shut up and play." The
prophet continued to read Aquinas. John
lowered his head and continued to play ran
dom melodies.
i approached the Messiah. His eyes were
closed and He looked to be in deep concen
tration.
"I wouldn't do that if I were you," i could
hear John warn.
"Let the fool do as he pleases,"Mohammed
silences John again.
The two are motionless. As i turn to face
Christ, i realize He is already standing in
front of me.
"What do you want?"
i do not cower. "You three sit on this holy
mountain, and chat, and read, and play your
guitar when people are dying, i have seen the
pain, i have seen theirpain. They pray to you.
They ask for your help. Your followers
feud amongst each other, and kill each
other. And all you do is sit hear and pretend
to be the Gods you are."
John begins to laugh. Mohammed smirks
and says, "This fool is one of yours, you
take care of him." Jesus looks at
Mohammed, then turns to face my haughty
eyes.
"You blasphemer. You know nothing.
You have committed the grandest sin of all
coming here. I need not explain Myself to
you. Theanswers are all in the Bible," Jesus
reprimands slowly, fiercely.
"And the Koran," Mohammed adds.
"And The White Album, " John adds,
i don't understand. Help me understand.
"Ours is not to know why, Ours is but to
do and die," they say in unison.
It's 2:01 a.m. i kneel on the roof of Maher
trying to pray for forgiveness and realize I
can't.
Something within me has died.
1
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DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T oenw.*
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS. 4
Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. IS,
1989 at 8:25pm.

! "2
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Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

^Medium Yogurt f~Dozen Doniits|
Reg. $1.69

|

|Buy 1 get 1 FREEI
I

Expires 4/7/94

|

$2.99
Reg. $4.0#
Expires_4£7/94

Coupon Special
We serve:
Honey Hill • Continental • Gise

FRESHH DONUTS & YOGURT
1116 Morena Blvd. San Diego, CA 92110
Coupons must be presented at time of purchase
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Hardin's
Heavenly
Sense

? of the Week
If allowed to bring your backpack in the marketplace, what would you snatch?

Help! Hardin,
My roommates and I have a
severe problem. It seems that
one of our roommates talks in
his sleep. Now, it's one thing
just to mumble a few words
every other night, but "Jack"
never keeps his mumbles to a
few words. Oh No! Jack talks
at excruciating volume with
words that are deemed so
cially unacceptable in public.
We have awoken many a
night to his distinct words such
as "#$%@ you" or "up his
butt." I do realize that these
are rather crass and crude
and might need a disclaimer
for all readers, but I feel that
you need to know exactly
what we are going through.
Some people whisper sweet
nothings in their sleep, while
our roommate proceeds to yell
profanities. Frankly, we're a
little worried as to the exact
content of his dreams. What
can we do to cure him (and
us) of the problem?

Deodorant, lots of
snapple, Fat-free Fig
Newtons

I wouldn't snatch anything
(Well aren't we a little
goody-two-shoes!)

Feminine hygiene,
batteries and TRIX
(in that order!)

Cindy, Christie, and Lauren

Devoe, Curtis, and Jason

The bulk food bins (Although we'd have to have
some mighty huge backpacks)

Nibs (licorice, that is), Dr. Pepper, &
Visine

S

Top Seven

Signed,
Sleepless in Maher

\

Reasons why eggs are used for Easter

Dearest Maher,
How I do feel for you. Actually
there might be a source to this
nightmare of a problem.
There is a disorder by the
name of Tourette's Syndrome
in which profanities are ex
pelled without any warning.
Perhaps "Jack" has something
remotely connected to this
syndrome? Another idea
would be that of his subcon
scious coming to surface in
his slumber. Jack may be
having plotting secret vendet
tas against his acquaintances
and actually revealing the
plans while the lights are low.
If you have not yet confronted
Jack about this problem,
please do so. I suspect that
he will/did not believe you,
therefore be prepared to
record his nightly conversa
tions. This suggestion can
help you begin on the paths to
a long road ahead. If all else
fails, wear earplugs and hope
to God that Jack isn't ever
talking about you. Best of luck,
my friend!!

Trevor

Gina

Sonja

7) It's fun to dye your fingers green, blue and purple with that
vinegar dye crap
6) Hard-boiling is half the fun
5) Parents love hosting neighborhood egg hunts
4) Rotten ones smell really good in your enemie's underwear
3) To guarantee egg salad sandwiches all month
2) Cad berry Eggs would never sell
1) Animal activists would be up in arms if we tried to dye
rabbits

v.

Pancho & Luke

by Esteban del Rio
—
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SEMESTER IN LONDON
Fully accredited University with international
student body of 1,000 fron 80 countries
• Located in fashionable Kensington, near
museums and major cultural centers
• Courses in literature, drama,
international business, fine & studio
arts, photography, theater, history
• Exciting internships with
British corporations
• Free one-way flight
to London
• Semester, year or
summer program

South Mission Beach
732 Deal Court #B

2 BR/ 2 BA Furnished Condo With Ocean View.
Balcony & Roof Deck, 2.5 Parking Spaces.
3 or 4 Females Preferred, School Year Rent: $1300 mo.
Call 488-2867

Make your resume stand out
with international experience!

RICHMOND COLLEGE
The American International University in London
_____
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! I YES. Send me details about studying at Richmond College.
Name

•

Phone (

}

Address
City

State

ZIP

College/University
Return to the American Institute For Foreign Study Dept. CN,
102 Greenwich Ave. • Greenwich, CT 06830,
call '800) 727-2437, ext. 6086 or 6097 or see your study abroad advisor.
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l|994-95 ON-CAMPUS HOUSING
The Fall Housing Sign-up Period For
Current USD Students is April 4 through April 28,1994
!New for 1994-95:
•There will be no increase in the Room and Board Rates for 1994-95. The current
1993-94 fees will remain in effect for 1994-95.

OLD TOWN, SAN DIEGO

•

298-0133

There is an open
seat for the SMILE
fellowship selection
commitee.

•A 10 meal plan plus $125 cash balance will be available in addition to the current
mean plan options.
•A Two Year Agreement with discounted Room and Board Rates will be offered to
residents wishing to make a commitment to live on campus for the next two
consecutive academic years (i.e.1994-95 and 1995-96)

Current residents: Watch for a handout from your Resident
Assistants explaining the various housing options
available for the 1994-95 academic year.
Off-Campus students: Stop by the Housing Office for
sign-up information anytime after March 23, 1994.
IMPORTANT DATES
Special Interest Applications Due
March 25
"Squatter's Rights" Option Available
April 4-April 22
Draw Lottery Numbers
April 4-April 28
LAST DAY TO ENTER LOTTERY THURSDAY, April 28
Room Sign-up Weekend
April 30-May 1
REMEMBER:
A Room Reservation Deposit of $150 is necessary to sign
up for fall housing.
Housing is not confirmed until the necessary forms and the
1994-95 Housing and Dining Services Contract is complete and on
file in the Housing Office.
The HOUSING DEPARTMENT
MISSION CROSSROADS BUILDING
EXTENSION 4622
8:00am - 5:00 pm
Monday - Eriday

If interested call
the AS Office at
x4715 or stop by to
sign up in UC225.
Names are due
tomorrow
March 25th!

